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Dear teachers,

The development of the Early Childhood Care and Education Booster 

Class Pack is a direct response to the Papua New Guinea COVID-19 

Education Emergency Response and Recovery Plan created 4th 

of May 2020. It aims to achieve the goal to sustain learning and 

inclusion during and after the COVID-19 pandemic. The NDoE goal 

will be achieved if all students can continue remote learning safely; all 

students and teachers can return safely to school; all students remain 

safe and are able to learn and the education system becomes more 

resilient to future disruptions.

This pack is to be used when your ECE centre reopens after an 

emergency (storm, flood, landslide, fire, tribal fight, epidemic). 

The pack contains guidance and activities to help you assess, 

support, and teach ECE children to recover any missed development 

and learning. 

After an emergency, children will need comfort and love. It is 

important they attend the ECE centre every day and continue to play 

and learn in safety. 

The Department of Education has more resources at www.

education.gov.pg/ece. 

Thank you for your hard work in helping children recover their 

learning after the emergency.

Mrs. Annemarie Kona

Deputy Secretary TVET & UNESCO

Education in Emergencies Technical Working Committee Chair

Education Cluster Chair 

DEPUTY SECRETARY’S MESSAGE
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The ECE booster pack can be used  by the early childhood 

facilitator or teacher when the ECE centre has been closed for 

some reason. 

An emergency can be a natural disaster (cyclone, flood, fire, 

drought, earthquake, landslide, tsunami or volcanic eruption), 

disease (such as COVID-19), or human-made (tribal fight, strike, 

conflict). 

During an emergency, your ECE centre may have to shut to keep 

teachers and students safe. 

This will disrupt students learning, so the National Department 

of Education has developed two packages to help lessen the 

seriousness of this disruption: The Home Learning Pack and the 

Booster Pack. 

While the ECE centre is closed

 · Give parents the ECE Home Learning Pack (www.education.

gov.pg/homestudy/ece)

 · Encourage parents to talk to, play and learn with their child 

every day

 · Support parents and students by visiting them if safe to do so

 · Prepare to reopen the ECE centre

 

After the ECE centre reopens

Parents need to send their child back to the ECE centre. The 

children will need love and comfort and time to play and learn 

with their friends. 

If your centre is closed for more than four weeks your students 

might need extra activities to catch up on learning they have 

missed. To help you, the Department of Education has published 

this ECE Booster Class Pack.

WHEN TO USE 
THE BOOSTER PACK
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When ECE classes resume, it is essential that teachers help 

students catch up on lost learning. This can be done by: 

Providing love and comfort

The emergency will have been scary for students. Your ECE 
centre must be a safe, happy and healthy place to learn 
and play.

Use the Minimum Operating Standards and How to Set Up 

an ECE Centre to help rebuild.

Providing clean water, healthy food, and  

child-friendly toilets

Help students bring a healthy snack and clean water to school. 
Make sure the centre’s toilet works and you have clean water, 

soap and toilet paper. 

Ensuring children play every day

After an emergency, children need to play with their friends. 
Make sure there is enough time for Outdoor Play and Corner 

Play in the Daily Routine. This pack has lots of games for Literacy 
Circle and Numeracy Circle.

Equity and Inclusion 

Be mindful of inviting responses, opinions and participation of 
female students as much as male students. Remember to adapt 
your teaching approach and program to ensure that students 
of all abilities can participate in learning and feel included, 
particularly children with disabilities or learning difficulties.

Daily Routine 

Teach the Daily Routine every day. Routine helps children after 
an emergency. 

Come to play and learn every day

It is very important the children come ready to play and learn. 

Encourage parents to bring their child every day. Keep a Daily 

Attendance Register and speak to parents if children do not attend.

Help children with disability to register with the Inclusive 

Education Resource Centre (IERC).

LEARNING AFTER 
AN EMERGENCY
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Your observations are the best way to assess children in ECE. 

We have included a literacy circle observation and a maths circle 

observation which will help. 

You can add your own booster activities to Literacy and 

Numeracy Circle. You can create more Big Books in the child’s 

home language. 

Encourage parents to download Bloom Reader and Library for 

All for reading every day at home.

You can also assess the students using the School Readiness 

Assessment, although this is only advised for students who are 

in their final year of kindergarten and need to get ready for going 

to school. 

This section outlines areas of importance that need to be 

addressed by the teacher to use the Booster Class Pack 

appropriate to student’s learning.

Below shows the areas of importance for the teacher to do: 

1. Observing your students play and learn. 

Assess your students using the observation checklists 

and if appropriate the ECE school readiness assessment.

2. Plan your learning Activities: 

Choose and plan which booster activities to use. 

Update your Term Plan. Inform the students and parents. 

3. Teach  

Teach missed literacy and numeracy skills using 

the Booster Pack.

HOW TO USE THE 
BOOSTER CLASS PACK
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WHEN TO USE THE 
BOOSTER CLASS PACK

Has your ECE Centre been 

closed for 4 weeks or more?

ASSESS your students using the 

Observation checklists

PLAN. Choose which booster 

activities to do. 

Update your Weekly Plan.

TEACH the ELM Cards in your 

Literacy Circle and  

Numeracy Circle

READ with your children every day.  

Make new Big Books with the 

booster stories.

ORGANISE more social 

play for children

NO

YES

Pg.12

Pg.20

Pg.23

Pg.56

Pg.74
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Class: Week: Date:

Theme for the week:

Sound or letter for the week:

Big Book for the week:

Time Activity Details

7:45 Welcome 

and set up

Today’s parent helper is…

Do you have a visit or visitor today?

8:00 1.  Morning Meeting Greetings

1. Happy action song is

2. Register and name game is

3. Child of the Day is

4. Day, date and weather

5. Prayer and meditation

8:30 2. Literacy Circle This week’s sound or letter is ____________

Today’s ELM card is _____________

1. Speaking and listening activity:

2. Song or rhyme is: 

3. Story reading or story telling or Big Book:

4. Letters and sounds or new words activity:

5. Drawing and writing activity:

9:30 3. Corner Play Free choice play in five corners:

1. 

2. 

3.  

4. 

10:30 4.  Outdoor Play 

and Snack

1. Game: 

2. Free play

3. Toilet, wash hands, eat and drink

11:00 5. Maths Circle Today’s ELM card is ____________

1. Maths song is

2. Maths game/ELM card is 

3. Maths Bag activity/ELM card

4. Maths Bag Free Play

11:45 6.  Closing Meeting 1. Tidy up

2. Circle Time Reflection Question is:

3. Going home song is

4. Prayer

5. Any messages for parents: 

12:00 Departure Children walk home escorted by a parent volunteer

Daily Routine

Focus on feelings 
and friendships

Do some of the ELM 
activities from the 

booster pack

Include more social 
play activities

Include some 
structured play 

activities for motor 
development

Do some of the ELM 
activities from the 

booster pack

Take home - fun 
ideas for presents 
to play with their 

children
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DAILY ROUTINE REMINDERS
Knowing what to look for in your students is an important step in identifying learning and development 

needs. The daily routine is structured carefully. In your planning and your observations, ensure that the 

following guidance is adhered to.  

Daily routine What should be included What does the teacher need to think and do

Morning 

Circle

1. Greeting

2. Child of the day 

3. Welcome song 

4. Calendar

5. Prayer & meditation

 · Greet each child by name

 · Review attendance chart and express concern 

about absentees

 · Identify child of the day

 · Invite child to lead happy greeting song 

 · Girls and boys have equal opportunity to lead

 · Activities reinforce literacy and numeracy skills 

 · Start on time

Literacy circle 1.  Speaking & listening

2. Action songs

3. Story reading and telling

4. Letters and sounds

5. Drawing and writing 

 · News sharing

 · Rhymes and songs 

 · Storybook and storytelling and follow up discussion 

to increase vocabulary

 · Opportunities to practise letter writing

 · Children talk about their drawings and writings

Corner play Free choice play

Corners set up with 

different activities 

 · Children self-select free play activities – areas 

– blocks, puzzles, games, storybooks, art, 

imagination corner, water and sand play

 · Teacher observes and talks with children 

 · Children play well with others

 · Clean up materials when finished

 · Stay focused on concentrate on activities

 · Are encouraged to participate to address gender 

barriers

Outdoor play 1. Game

2. Free play

3. Toilet, wash hands, 

eat and drink

 · Combination of organised games with rules and 

free play

 · Practise taking turns 

 · Girls and boys equally encouraged to participate

Maths circle 1. Maths song

2. Maths game

3. Maths activity

4. Free play

 · Accuracy

 · Sorting activities together

 · Problem solving together

 · Using the maths bags for every activity 

 · Using number cards 

 · Singing maths songs
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OBSERVATION AND ASSESSMENT
Observation and Assessment is very important in helping teachers identify where students need support. 

The first tool is a observation checklist. An example of a completed checklist is below. An empty template 

can be found in the Appendix.

The checklist is to be used for Literacy circle and Mathematics circle. The checklist should be used for each 

student when they return to the school or centre so that an individual observation is recorded. Here is a 

completed example below. In this example, the student has been given a score and the teacher has made 

some comments. 

ECE LITERACY CIRCLE CHECKLIST 
PART A. 

Name of the school:____________________________     Child’s name: ___________________________________________

Age:   ______________________________________________   D.O.B: ____________________________________________________

Years of schooling: _____________________________     Is registered at the IERC - Y/N________________________

If Yes, provide details of disability: _________________________________________________________________________________
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PART B: LEARNING OBSERVATION CHECKLIST FOR LITERACY

Content Skills Comments
NOT 

OBSERVED
BEGINNING DEVELOPING LEARNT

Speaking & Listening

Listening to a story Needs to be told to listen

Opening a book correctly Can open a book

Recognise the ABC Yet to recognise the ABC

Recall questions and 

answers

Can answer 2 out of 3 

questions

Express emotion about 

a picture

Yet to express emotion from 

the picture

Express emotion 

from the story

Start to express in 2-3 words

Retell sequence of story Child can retell a little 

of the story

Reading 

Phonemic awareness  

letter sound 

Can say the sound 

Know their letters name Trying to identify letter name

Emergent reading Can repeat what was read  

Vocabulary-words Can name objects but cannot 

join letters to make words

Fluency – expression Start to express sequence in 

the story

Comprehension Can orally answer 

2 out of 3 questions 

Writing

Proper holding and 

use of pencil 

Need more practice 

Sketching Starting to scribble 

Drawing Can draw a ‘two lines’ shape

Colouring Can colour in but 

goes over lines

Write letters Can trace and write 

a single letter  

Write join letters (words) Cannot write words yet

Write phrase Cannot write a phrase yet
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ECE MATHEMATICS CIRCLE CHECKLIST 
PART A. 

Name of the school:____________________________     Child’s name: ___________________________________________

Age:   ______________________________________________   D.O.B: ____________________________________________________

Years of schooling: _____________________________     Is registered at the IERC - Y/N________________________

If Yes, provide details of disability: _________________________________________________________________________________

Part B: LEARNING OBSERVATION CHECKLIST FOR MATHEMATICS

Content Skills Comments
NOT 

OBSERVED
BEGINNING DEVELOPING LEARNT

Emergent numeracy standards

Sorting and classification Can group or sort into similar groups 

Counting Recognise the value of numbers and 

can count to 10   

Matching and making 

patterns 

Can make a simple pattern 

Recognising numbers 

using concrete materials 

Can recognise numbers using 

concrete materials 

Recognising shapes using 

concrete materials 

Can recognise shapes using concrete 

materials 

Recognising differences 

in size using concrete 

materials 

Can recognise differences in size 

using concrete materials 

Math Vocabulary Can use some simple mathematical 

language 

Problem solving  Can use math bags to solve simple 

addition but not subtraction problems 

Recognising money 

and its value 

Can recognise money and its value  

 

In this example, the student would benefit from more support in the following areas:

 · Knowing their ABC – playing alphabet knowledge games

 · Talking about pictures – describing what they see and gradually  

expanding their vocabulary

 · Practising writing their name and drawing story pictures

 · Practising retelling stories in their own words and language

 · Practising more complex patterns and grouping strategies (size, shape, number) 

 · Practising simple addition with objects and introduce simple subtraction with objects
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The second tool is the School Readiness Assessment. This tool is used at the end of ECE before they 

transition to primary. Please do not use this on children younger than 5 years of age. If children are in their 

final year of ECE, this assessment will help determine whether they are ready for school. 

An example of a completed assessment is shown below. Instructions have been provided on this template. 

A blank template can be found in the Appendix.

School Readiness Assessment

Child’s name Gender:   G    B

Name of ECE centre District/LLG

Mother’s name Father’s name

Child’s age Birth date

Name of ECE teacher Prep school the child will attend: 

# years attended ECE centre

Home language

Does the child have a disability? Yes     No 

If yes, which disability/ies

Does the child have a special education Individual 

Education Plan?

Yes     No

Assessment Date Literacy Score 

9

Maths Score 

14

Instructions: Strength areas and areas of improvement

Socio-emotional development – essential life skills

Cultural and community values

Caring for the environment 

He always helps with keeping the classroom and the playground clean by picking up rubbish.

Self-confidence and self esteem 

He still lacks confidence to share ideas in front of the class.  Encourage him to talk at home and remind 

him how everyone’s ideas are important.
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Being responsible and helping others 

He sometimes finds it difficult to share and wait turns to play with the toys. Let him know that learning to share 

and wait is part of going to big school. Reassure him it is okay to feel a bit worried about sharing and waiting, 

but the more he practises, the easier it will get.

Managing emotions 

He sometimes becomes angry if he does not have a turn. He loses his temper and occasionally does not listen to 

the instructions. Repeat instructions and ask him to think about making a good choice. Tell him you will come 

back in a few minutes to see him doing the right thing.

Curiosity and love of learning

Healthy habits

Keeping safe

Physical development

Gross motor skills

Fine motor skills 

He needs more practice holding a pencil and writing. He also needs more practice using the scissors and 

folding paper.
 

Prep Readiness Assessment for Literacy 

Instructions: One-to-one interview with ECE teacher. Talk in the language the child 

knows best.

Scoring: If child gives full answer, give score of “1”

Assessment Materials: coloured objects (red, yellow, blue, orange, green, purple); 

paper, pencil & crayons; alphabet cards; pencil and paper; printed pictures

Instructions Questions Score (1, 

0.5 or 0)

Score “1” if child knows first and 

last name. 

1. What is your name? If child says familiar name, 

asks if he knows his family name.

1

Turn over page and child writes 

on back. Score “1” for writing first 

name. 

2. Write your name 0

Orally. Score “1” if answers both. 

Score 0.5 if answer only one 

question. 

3. What are your parents’ names? What is the 

name of the village (community) where your 

family lives?

1

Orally. Score “1” if child uses 

complete sentence(s) and tells 

more than one thing. 

4. Think about leaving your home and walking 

to school. Describe the different things you see 

when you walk from home to school each day. 

0

Score “1” if child forms complete 

and complex sentence using 

word “because”

5. Who is your best friend - someone you like to spend 

time with and play with?  Tell me about your friend 

and why this person is your best friend. 

0
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Following oral directions in 

correct sequence.

6. Let us play a game. I will tell you three things to 

do and after I finish, see if you can remember 

and do them. Clap your hands, touch your head, 

touch your toes. Go! 

1

Score “1” if child can answer both 

questions. 

7. What is your favourite story? What happens in 

that story?

0

Show child a storybook 

Score 1 if answers all correctly. 

Answer 0.5 if answers three or 

more questions correctly

8. What is this? How do we know the name of the 

book? Where is the front of the book? Where 

is the back of the book? Where does the story 

begin? What are these? (words) How do you turn 

the pages of a book?

1

Can the child form question such 

as: What? When? How? Why? 

9. Ask me a question about anything you like. 0

Show primary colours – red, 

yellow, and blue. 

10. Can you pick up the red crayon? Pick up the blue 

crayon. Pick up the yellow crayon.  

1

Show secondary colours – 

orange, green, purple 

11. What is this colour?  What is this colour? What is 

this colour?

1

Score 1 if child can recite alphabet 12. Please say the alphabet for me. 0

Write or point to three alphabet 

letters

13. What are these three letters? 1

Show three different letters 14. Can you think of a word that sounds like each of 

these letters?

0

Show and say name of a picture. 

Show two more pictures, one 

that rhymes with the first, and the 

third that does not rhyme with 

first two.

15. Show me the picture that rhymes with ____/   1

Name three different letters. Child 

must write letters without any 

visual cues

16. I am going to name 3 letters.  Please write them 

on this paper.

1

Use back of paper. Producing 

ideas and concepts in symbol 

drawing.

17. Please draw a picture of something you like to 

do.?

0

Score “1” if child uses a complete 

sentence, rather than one- or 

two-word response.

18. Tell me a story about your picture. 0

See if child scribble writes 

something to represent each 

word or writes a letter or word 

appropriately to score “1”

19. Under (beneath) the picture, can you write your 

story?

0
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Ask child to dictate something. 

Examiner writes exactly what 

child says pointing out each 

word as s/he writes. Child can 

remember, point to the words, 

and repeat with few errors to 

score “1”

20. What do you want me to write about the picture? 

Now, can you try to read back to me what I just 

wrote?

0

Total Literacy Score 9

Prep Readiness Numeracy Assessment

Instructions:  One-to-one interview with ECE teacher. 

Talk in the language the child knows best.

Scoring: If child gives answer fully, give score “1”

Assessment Materials: 10-12 coloured blocks; 10 stones; 8 sticks/toothpicks; 

10 additional small objects such as beans or buttons, coins

Instructions Questions Score 

(1 or 0)

Child should be able to count to 

20 or above

Do you know your numbers? 

Will you please count for me?

1

Child should be able to count 

10 objects accurately. Place 6 

objects on the table. 

How many objects are on the table? 1

Provide 2 different sets of 

materials such as stones and 

toothpicks. Make sure there are 

more objects in one group.

Sort these objects into two groups to show ones that 

are alike. How did you sort them? 

1

Refer to grouping child 

produces

Which group has more? Which group has less? 1

Place stone, stick, stone, stick - 

what comes next?

I am going to make a pattern with the objects. Now 

show me what comes next.

1

Place five objects on the table 

without counting aloud

If you give me three, how many will you have left?   0

No prompts Can you tell me the days of the week? 1

Place 10 blocks in a straight line. Which object is first? Which is last? 1

Same blocks Which object is second? Fourth? Sixth? 1

Provide 10 wooden blocks for the 

child to make 2 towers.

Can you make a tower with four blocks? Now, can you 

make a tower with six blocks?

0

Same towers Which tower is tallest? Which is shortest? 1
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Examiner places a stone in 

front of the block tower; asks 

question; then places stone 

behind the block tower; and 

asks question again

Where is the stone? (Answer: In front of) Where is the 

stone? (Answer: behind)

0

Next, place stone beside the 

block tower 

Where is the stone? (Answer: Beside or next to the 

blocks)

0

Geometric reasoning: Produce a 

3-D design using the blocks, for 

example 2-3-2, or a design with 

colours

Can you use the blocks to make a design like mine? 1

No visual prompts Can you write numbers 0 and 1 to 10? 0

K2 note, K1 coin, 50t, 20t, 10t 

coins

What is the name for this money? 1

K2 note, K1 coin, 50t, 20t, 10t 

coins

Which money is worth more? 1

Show 8 beans or buttons in 

hand for 3 seconds. Close hand 

and ask child to estimate. Then 

ask child to count. Score 1 if the 

estimated number is 6, 7, 8, or 9.

Can you guess how many beans/buttons/stones are 

in my hand? Now count them and see if you were 

correct.

0

No visual prompts Can you draw a square? A triangle? 1

If child counts and compares 

number of sides, give score “1”

How are they different? 1

Total Numeracy Score 14

In this example, the student would benefit from more support in the following areas:

 · Encourage the child to try new challenges and help the child 

give and receive feedback 

 · Encourage the child to play fairly with others, giving clear 

rules and consequences

 · Help the child to resolve conflicts and use respectful words 

 · Practise writing their name and drawing pictures of the 

stories they have read

 · Ask the student lots of questions about the story

 · Practise retelling stories in their own words and language

 · Practise using number form to identify numbers 

 · Practise simple word problems using objects 
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PLANNING YOUR BOOSTER 
ACTIVITIES IN THE DAILY ROUTINE 
Develop a plan for your students and use the results from your observations and assessments. 

Here is a template that you can use. The template includes a description of the skills students 

should be able to demonstrate. 

My students need extra practice on:

Socio-emotional 

development

Description

Cultural and community 

values

Practises cultural, spiritual, and moral values; can 

describe features of cultural and religious events and 

rituals; can explain morals and why they are important; 

knows country name and flag

Caring for the environment Child has positive relationship with the environment. 

Takes care of natural objects in the classroom and 

playground. Helps with clean up days and does not 

waste natural resources such as water. 

Self-confidence and self 

esteem

Child has positive view of own skills and 

accomplishments; feels comfortable to try new 

challenges.

Being responsible 

and helping others

Plays well with others; shows empathy for others; has at 

least one friend; helps at the centre and home with daily 

chores; takes care of materials.

Managing emotions Able to control own behaviour and impulses; solves 

conflict with respectful words not aggression; practises 

self-regulation

Curiosity and love  

of learning

Arrives on time to the centre; engages actively in all 

aspects of the daily routine; asks questions and talks 

about what they are learning.

Healthy habits Arrives clean and neat; uses latrine; washes hands with 

soap after latrine and before eating; brushes teeth; 

drinks safe water; eats breakfast before coming to the 

centre

Keeping safe Knows name, parents’ name, and community name; can 

identify and address potentially dangerous situations by 

seeking help from a trusted adult.
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Early Literacy

Talking and listening Has ample vocabulary to describe people, places, 

things, events, and locations; speaks audibly in complete 

sentences.

Listens to others and can remember what they say; 

actively participates in conversations; asks questions.

Print awareness Identifies different types of everyday print materials; 

knows that print carries meaning and spoken words can 

be written down; knows the features of a book; knows 

the difference between a letter and a word.

Story comprehension Listens to stories with interest and attention; uses 

pictures and context to make predictions about story 

content; can name characters and retell familiar story in 

correct sequence.

Alphabet knowledge Child knows names of all letters of alphabet and the 

sound of each letter.

Sounds of letters Understands that letters represent sounds, and that 

groups of letters form a word; can produce rhyming 

words in response to a prompt; can identify beginning 

sounds and ending sounds in words.

Writing Has fine motor skills for tracing, drawing, and writing; 

draws pictures to represent ideas; attempts scribble 

writing; writes name and letters and some words.

Early Maths

Numbers and counting Can count accurately, recognise and represent name 

and order several objects up to 30. Can recite numerals 

to 100 by 10s.

Add and subtract Use concrete objects to solve simple addition and 

subtraction problems

Patterns and  

sequencing

Makes and recognises patterns and can repeat and 

extend patterns of two or three quantities. Can arrange 

objects according to sequence from big to small etc.

Sorting and  

classification

Compares, sorts, and matches objects by size, colour, 

number, and amount.

Comparison and 

measurement

Understands concepts of morning, afternoon, evening, 

today, tomorrow, yesterday, days of the week, months 

of the year; compares weight, length, and volume of 

objects. 

Geometry (shapes and 

directions)

Can recognise and describe circle, square, rectangle 

and triangle. 
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Physical development

Gross motor skills Uses large muscles such as legs and arms for running, 

skipping, jumping, throwing, kicking and balance. 

Shows strength, coordination and flexibility.

Fine motor skills Uses pencil or crayon to produce figures; folds, tears, 

threads, ties materials; practises self-help such as setting 

table, folding clothes, combing hair.

 
I WILL:

Booster activity   

Use the ELM Literacy Cards in Literacy Circle

Use the ELM Numeracy Cards in Maths Circle

Make more Big Books and read them every day

Use the life skills booster activities in corner play and outdoor play

Provide a list of play activities that parents can do at home with their children

Practise life skills activities such as – washing hands, combing hair, cleaning teeth, packing 

up, cleaning up, as part of the daily routine in action songs and during indoor and 

outdoor play
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EARLY LITERACY ACTIVITIES

Add these to your Daily Routine as booster activities. More can be downloaded from 

www.education.gov.pg/ece

These activities are included over the following pages. These can be used in the literacy circle. 

Select from the list based on what your students need to focus on to catch up on lost learning. 

Card Activity Talking and 
listening

Alphabet 
knowledge

Under-
standing 
print

Knowing 
about 
books

Under-
standing 
words and 
sounds

EL1 Describing an object

EL2 I see

EL3 What’s in the box

EL9 Making stories 1

EL11 Letter of the week

EL13 Hunting for objects

EL14 Exploring books 

together

EL18 Silly read aloud

EL19 Making a topic book

EL20 Story pictures 1

EL23 Alphabet sauce

EL25 Find a letter

EL42 Guess what I am 

doing 

EL53 Bingo

EL61 Writing your name

EL71 Clap
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EL 1 “DESCRIBING AN OBJECT”
Description Children give information to their partner about something the teacher has chosen 

(e.g. characteristics of a fruit, such as a mango).

Literacy Skill   Talking and Listening

Secondary 

Skill

  Comparison and Measurement,    Geometry

Materials None

Activity 1. Choose an object to describe to the children, it helps if it is an object you and the 

children can see. For example, you could choose a bicycle.

2. Explain that you are going to play a game where the children will help you 

remember what an object is like. Try to find as many ways as possible to make 

this fun, either by using sounds, actions, or just your own enthusiasm.

3. Using lots of enthusiasm, describe the object you have chosen to the children. 

For example, if you are describing a bicycle, you can start by saying it has two 

wheels, handlebars to change direction, is usually made from metal, etc.

4. Then tell the children “Now you are going to describing something too!”

5. Divide the children into two groups and ask them to stand in two lines facing 

one another.

6. Explain, “You will ask the child facing you to tell you one thing about the fruit [or 

whatever is being taught].” The child could say something like the color of the 

fruit, whether the fruit is big or small, how it tastes, etc.”

7. Say “Now, it is your partner’s turn to say something about the same fruit [or 

whatever you are teaching: mango, jackfruit, an animal, bird, a certain flower or 

a vehicle like a bus].

8. Continue for 15-20 minutes or until the children lose interest.

Level Advanced Modifications

 · Place 2 objects in the center of the circle and one child can describe one of the 

objects. The others have to guess which  one  it is. This should be done in a small 

group with the facilitator. Later in the year, you can repeat either of these 2 games 

(describing an object and guess which object) in small groups of 3 or 4 children to 

encourage more independence among the children.

 · Show an object to one child and hide it. This child describes the object and the 

other children have to guess what it is without seeing it.

 · Another option is to put an object in a mystery bag. One child should put their 

hands in the bag and describe the object for the other children to guess what it is.

Notes & 

Adaptations

 · Have a bag or a  box full of familiar items (these objects could  be related to  a story 

or activity  you  have  just done together.) Ask one child to come and look into the 

box and choose one item to describe to the rest of the class. The other children then 

have to try to guess what item is being described.

 · Have the children describe any object that you want them to learn more about. 

Sometimes it could be something that they have just read about during interactive 

reading (for example, a boat, a rice field, a baby, a fish, etc.)

 · Use this activit before doing Activit EL2: I See
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EL 2 “I SEE”
Description Teacher demonstrates how to give clues about the characteristics of something in the 

room, and then small groups of children play the game together.

Literacy Skill   Talking and Listening

Secondary 

Skill

  Comparison and Measurement,    Geometry,  Sorting and Classification

Materials None

Activity 1. Say “Let’s look at this table. What words can we use to describe this table? What 

color is it?” Let the children answer

2. Then ask more questions about the table: “How does it feel?” [Hard] “How many 

legs does it have?” [Four] “What other words can we use to talk about it?” [Flat, 

big etc.].

3. Say, “Now that we have practiced describing an object, or talking about what it 

is like, let’s play a game called ‘I see?”’

4. Explain the game to the children: “I am going to look around the room and find 

one thing that everyone can see. I will tell you some things about the thing that 

I see, and you will try to guess what it is. Does everyone understand?” Allow the 

children to ask questions if they don’t understand.

5. Choose an object in the room and describe it. For example, choose the 

blackboard (but don’t tell the children). Say “I see something that has four 

corners. It is black. It is hanging on the wall. What do you think I see?”

6. Give the children a chance to guess. They will probably guess correctly that it 

is the blackboard. If they don’t guess correctly, let them ask questions like: “Is 

it made of wood?” or “Is it on the floor?” Let them ask three questions then ask 

them to guess again.

7. Choose another object and repeat the activity. Do this many times, for about 

fifteen minutes or more, or until the children lose interest.

Notes & 

Adaptations

 · Vary the game by playing “I See Someone”, talking about the characteristics of a 

child in the class (clothing, hair, things the child likes to play, etc.). Be careful not to 

say anything that may make the child feel uncomfortable.

 · Instead of choosing the object and letting the children guess, ask the children to get 

into pairs or small groups and do this activity with their partner/group. They can 

take turns to guess.

 · Try this activity outside as well as inside the classroom.

 · Use Activity EL17: Describing an Object before this one to help the children learn to 

describe an object.
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EL 3 “WHAT’S IN THE BOX”
Description Children try to guess what an object is by touching it without seeing it.

Literacy Skill  Talking and Listening

Secondary 

Skill

 Geometry

Materials A box, another object

Activity 1. To prepare, place an object that the children are familiar with into a box. It could 

be a piece of fruit, a rock, a book, a stick, or something else from the classroom 

or outside. Make sure that the children do  not see you  putting the  object into 

the box.

2. Say “I’ve put an object into this box [show the children the box]. Each of you will 

get a chance to come and put your hand into the box. You will be allowed to feel 

the object but you won’t be able to see it. After everyone has touched it, we will 

all guess what the thing is.”

3. Invite the children to put their hands in the box one by one. They may say things 

like “It’s hard!” or “It’s rough!” or “It’s soft.” That is fine. Discourage them from 

saying what the object is until everyone has had a chance.

4. After everyone has touched the object, say “What do you think it is?”

5. Allow the children to guess what it is. If they are having trouble, ask them to 

tell you about what the object felt like and then give them some help. If after 5 

minutes they do not guess correctly, show them what the object is.

6. Choose another object and repeat the activity. Do this many times, for about 

fifteen minutes or more, or until the children lose interest.

7. If the class is too big to allow children to try it one by one, the activity could first 

be demonstrated in front of the whole class, and then done in small groups. 

Each group could be given the same object, or different objects could be put in 

each box and groups move from box to box.

Notes & 

Adaptations

 · Once the children understand this activity well, they can do this game in small 

groups where each group gets a box and an object.

 · Use Activity EL1: Describing an Object and Activity EL2: I See before this one.
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EL 9 "MAKING STORIES 1"
Description Children will tell a story using pictures as story-starters.

Literacy Skill   Talking and Listening

Secondary 

Skill
  Knowing about Books

Materials Selection of pictures showing actions. If possible, use pictures that are linked by the 

same character

Activity 1. Say “Today, we are going to make stories about things that are in these 

pictures. I will show you a picture and I want you to think about what could be 

happening. For example, here is a picture of a boy running [or whatever picture 

you have]. Why is he running? Is he running away from somebody? Maybe 

he is late for school and is running to get there quickly. What do you think is 

happening?”

2. Ask children to give suggestions about what could be happening. Give children 

enough time to think and volunteer. Encourage different children to contribute 

to the story. Encourage other children to continue the story by asking “What 

might happen next?”

3. If using linked pictures, show all the pictures and encourage the children to tell a 

story using all the pictures. E.g. “Here the boy is running, and in the next picture 

he is crying. What do you think has happened to make him cry?”

4. Once the children have finished the story, show them a different  picture and ask 

them to  make  up a  new story about the new picture. You can ask them to do 

this in small groups, and then ask the groups to tell their story to the rest of the 

class.

Notes & 

Adaptations

 · Small groups of children can do group storytelling using different action pictures.

 · Teacher can write down the story from the words the children use. The story can be 

written on pieces of paper to put together into a book.

 · Use this activity after the children have mastered Activity ELS, 7, and 8: Story Boxes 1, 

2, and 3.
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EL 11 “LETTER OF THE WEEK”
Description Children will add objects to a box based on a story that the teacher reads to them.

Literacy Skill  Alphabet Knowledge

Secondary 

Skill
 Talking and Listening,  Understanding Print,  Understanding Words and Sounds

Materials Blackboard and chalk, paper and pencils

Activity 1. Say “Every week we pick a different Letter of the Week. This week’s letter is [insert 

letter].”

2. Write the letter on the board and say the letter’s name. For example, write the 

letter “K” and say that the name and sound of the letter is “ka.” Ask them to 

repeat the sound.

3. Ask the children if they can think of any words that have the sound of the letter 

in them. For example, there may be a child in the class whose name starts with 

that sound (for example, Kalisa has the sound “ka” at the start of it).

4. Write the word(s) on the board, underlining the letter of the week.

5.  Give the children stones or beans so that they can practice making the letter 

(Children make the letters shape using the beans or stones).

6. If paper is available, give each child a sheet of paper and a pencil or have them 

tracing or writing the letter in the dirt. Show them again how to draw the letter 

by drawing it on the board. Ask the children to practice drawing the letter. They 

can do this several times.

7. Over the course of the week, point out to the children every time the Letter of the 

Week appears in a book, on a poster, or even in the words you use when you are 

talking to the children. Use other activities to highlight this letter. Keep a list of 

words that feature this letter on the board or on a sheet of paper.

8. Make sure that at least two words are added to the list every day.

Notes & 

Adaptations

 · Invite children to the board to circle or underline the letter of the week in words that 

you have written on the board.

 · Ask children to point out where else in the classroom they see the letter of the week. 

This may be on posters, labels, or other places around the room.

 · Use this activity to make a letter book. As the children learn new letters, have 

them create a sheet of paper for each letter that includes: the letter, a drawing of 

something that starts with that letter, and at least one word that starts with that 

letter. Compile these sheets into an alphabet book or a series of alphabet books 

(for example: one alphabet book for each child).

 · Use other activities to emphasize this letter.
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EL 13 “HUNTING FOR OBJECTS”
Description Children search for objects that they see in the ECCD center.

Literacy Skill  Alphabet Knowledge

Secondary 

Skill
 Geometry

Materials Treasure hunt sheet, writing instruments. 

Preparation: On a piece of paper (one for each child), draw the items that children 

might see frequently in the ECCD center.

Activity 1. Say, “We’re going to go on a treasure hunt today. You are going to look for the 

things that are on your lists.

2. Give each child a treasure hunt sheet. Say, “Walk around the room and look for 

the items. Every time you see an item around the room, make a mark on your 

sheet like this.” Demonstrate with the first example.

3. Once the children are done, about all the things on the list! Ask, “Did you find ___? 

Where? What do we use it for?”

Level BASIC MIDRANGE ADVANCED

 · Make sheets with 

pictures and words 

together as well as a 

picture with the initial 

letter of the word

 · Use items that are 

easier to locate (e.g. 

window, door, table, 

chair)

 · Have them make any 

mark they can around 

or by the item (e.g. 

circle, X, line—whatever 

they are capable of)

 · Use a mix of pictures 

with words and words 

only

 · Choose slightly more 

challenging items (e.g. 

puzzles, crayons, cards, 

board games, etc.)

 · Make a more complex 

mark near the item or 

try to write some letters 

by each one, such as 

their initials

 · Use sheets with words 

only, or more advanced 

words with pictures 

(e.g. heater)

 · Choose slightly more 

challenging items 

(e.g. printed words 

like apple, snakes and 

ladders game, etc.)

 · Have them write their 

names or the names of 

the items by each one

 · Encourage children to 

try spelling the objects 

they see.

Notes & 

Adaptations

 · Instead of drawing items, write letters on the treasure hunt sheet. Have the children 

go on a treasure hunt identifying objects they notice that start with that letter. They 

may use drawings, symbols, letters, or words.

 · Try the activity outdoors at different times of year or different locations.
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EL 14 “EXPLORING BOOKS TOGETHER”
Description In small groups, children look at some of the class books and then tell their classmates 

things about their book.

Literacy Skill   Knowing About Books

Secondary 

Skill
 Talking and Listening,  Understanding Print

Materials Storybooks (ones that haven’t been read yet)

Activity 1. Say “Today you will look at some of the books we have been reading, and some 

others that we have not read yet. Then you  will tell your friends about the books.  

Please get  into small groups of  4 or  5 children  each.  I will give each group one 

book. With your friends, look at  the  book.  What  is the book about? Look at  the  

pictures and the  words  if you know them. These will tell you something about 

the story. Start at the beginning and turn the  pages carefully,  one at  a time, 

from the beginning to the end.” Give them a demonstration of how to turn the 

pages carefully.

2. Give them time to explore the book together (5 minutes or so). Walk around 

to be sure that they are all involved. Ask questions as they are exploring their 

books, such as “Who are some of the people in this story? What do you think 

happens?”

3. After they have had a chance to look at the book, ask the children to sit back in 

their groups and listen to each other.

4. Ask the first group to  come to  the front and say, “Can  you  hold  up your  book 

so everyone can see  it?  What do you think this book is about? What could the 

story be about? Who are the characters in the book? Can you show a picture 

that you like?”

5. Encourage each group to say some things about their book then say a little 

more, such as “Yes, it IS about two birds. They fly very far away. The title of this 

book is _” Read and point to the book’s title, or perhaps read one or two of the 

pages.

6. Finish by saying “You learned so much about these books! Many of them will 

be in the Books and Writing Corner, and we will read many of them during our 

Storybook Reading Time. It is such fun to read books, and when you learn to 

read words you will know even more about what is in these books. That will be 

very exciting!”

Level BASIC MIDRANGE ADVANCED

 · Use shorter books  · Children can draw 

pictures about the plot.

 · Use longer books 

or books with more.

Notes & 

Adaptations

 · Ask each small group to show their classmates some letters or words that they 

know, in the book’s title or on one page of the book.

 · Engage the children with their observation on reading and by asking questions. 

Say: “Do you see  how there is a  capital letter at the beginning of this sentence?” 

or “let’s see how to say this word. Let’s make the sounds and see what word we 

can hear.”
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EL 18 “SILLY READ ALOUD”
Description The facilitator does everything wrong in this read aloud and the children correct 

his or her mistakes.

Literacy Skill  Talking and Listening

Secondary 

Skill

Prediction

Materials A story, paper, drawing materials (colored pencils, crayons, or markers)

Activity 1. To prepare, select a book that the children are very familiar with for the silly 

read aloud.

2. Say “I need your help!! I want to read you a story, but I’ve forgotten how! 

Can you help me to do it right?”.

3. First, hold the book upside down and try to show the children the title. See if the   

children notice what is wrong. Let them tell you how to fix it. If they don’t notice. 

Point out more things about the cover and make it clear that something silly is 

going on.

4. Next, start reading from the  back of the book. Try to  show them  the  title and 

the  author and “read” that this  book has no title and author (if the   last page is 

blank). Let the  children  tell you that you  are  starting  at  the wrong end of the 

story. If they don’t notice, start reading the story backwards-then they will notice 

that something is not right.

5. Once the children instruct you to start reading from the beginning, start reading 

but skip pages. Make it clear that you are doing so. Let the children tell you that 

you have to read every page.

6. By the end, you should have read the entire story properly, with the children’s 

help.

Level BASIC MIDRANGE ADVANCED

 · Hold book upside 

down, start reading 

from the back of the 

book, turn too many 

pages,

 · Remind children that 

you have forgotten how 

to read and need help. 

Pause for a long time 

between ‘mistakes’ to 

allow the children to 

notice.

 · Begin to tell a different 

story that does not 

match the title of the 

book.

 · Show the children the  

pictures in the book and 

tell a story that does not 

match the pictures.

 · Change the main 

character’s name in the   

middle.   For example, 

suddenly start calling 

Sita, Rishi. If the children 

do not notice, stop and 

ask, “Who is Rishi?”

 · Show the  text to the 

children  and as you 

read  the story, misread 

words that the children 

know well.

Notes & 

Adaptations

 · Do this many times with many different books. The children will enjoy helping the 

facilitator.

 · Let children pretend to do their own Silly Read Aloud in small groups or alone, 

correcting themselves.
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EL 19 “MAKING A TOPIC BOOK”
Description Children search for objects that they see in the ECCD center.

Literacy Skill  Knowing about books

Secondary 

Skill
 Understanding Print

Materials Paper, drawing materials (colored pencils, crayons, or markers), name cards, tape (or 

staples or some other way to fasten the pages together)

Activity 1. Say “Today we are going to  make a book together.  I have read many 

storybooks to you, and you look at  books during corner time. But now you can 

be the authors-the people who write books. Today our book will be about_ [Use 

any topic the children are interested in.] The name of our book will be_, and the 

authors will be all the children in our class.”

2. Say: “I will give each of you a piece of paper and a pencil. Think about what you 

can draw for ONE PAGE of our book.”

3. Give more examples or instructions, depending on what the topic is. For 

example: “Each of you could draw something you like to eat [if the title of the 

book will be Food We Like].

4. Say “Please write your name on your page, so that we know who the author of 

the page is.” Help them write their names if they need help. They can also use 

their name cards as a model.

5. Give the children time to think about what to draw, draw their picture, and 

write their name (some will need help, so walk around and give help as needed-

children can also help each other).

6. Then say “Now everyone is finished. Will someone help me collect the pages of 

our book? Now watch: I will put the pages together, with the cover in the front.” 

(the teacher should make a suitable cover page)

7. Fasten the  pages together. Now “read” the book to the class, from front to 

back, commenting on each picture and whatever else the children have written.

Notes & 

Adaptations

 · Ideas for books: What I Like to Eat, What I See on the Way to School, I Can, The Best 

Color, Shapes, Sizes, Opposites, What Friends Do, Feelings, What Smells Good, In 

the Market, etc.

 · When children have learned some letters and words, they can try to write 

something about their picture/page in the class book.

 · Small groups of children can also make a book together. Give suggestions 

about what their book may be about. Then they can share their book with their 

classmates.

 · Make this a BIG book the size of flip  chart paper, for example. Children really enjoy 

big books.
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EL 20 “STORY PICTURES 1”
Description Children work in small groups to draw a picture of something in the story that they 

have just read during the Interactive Reading period.  

Literacy Skill   Knowing about Books 

Secondary 

Skill
 Talking and Listening,  Alphabet Knowledge,   Understanding Print

Materials A story, paper, drawing materials (colored pencils, crayons. or markers) 

Activity 1. Say 'We are going to draw pictures based on the story we just read. [Say the 

name of the story and hold up the book]. Let's draw a picture about this part of 

the book." Hold up one page of the book. 

2. Ask the children "Does anyone remember what was happening in this part of 

the book?"

3. Let a few children retell that part of the story. 

4. Point out some of the features of the scene. If there is an illustration, paint out 

the things in it. If there is not on illustration, remind the students of the people or 

things in this part of the book. These are the things they will draw. Make a list of 

three or four things that they should draw. 

5. As the children are drawing, walk around the room and encourage them. Say nice 

things about their drawings and ask them questions about what they are drawing. 

6. After the children are finished with their drawings, ask them to turn to a partner (or 

a small group of children sitting near them) and describe their drawings. Say "Tell a 

friend what you drew. As you are hearing about your friend's drawing, ask questions." 

7. While the children are talking in small groups, walk around and listen to what 

they are saying. After a few minutes, say "What good ideas you have! I saw so 

many different drawings about [name of book]." 

8. Hang the drawings on the wall of the classroom or send them home with the 

children, asking them to describe their drawing to their parents and siblings. 

Notes & 

Adaptations

 · Do this activity after reading a story and after acting it out or on days that you 

don't act out a story 

 · If they are able, ask the children to write their names on their drawings. 

 · Write on the board what a child says about his on her picture. Point to and read the 

words. 

 · Ask the children to write something on their paper about their picture. Even if they 

can't spell or write well they can "pretend write" with the letters that they do know. 

Encourage them to try. 
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EL 23 “ALPHABET SAUCE”
Description Children will practice recognizing letters and thinking of words that begin with that 

letter.

Literacy Skill  Alphabet Knowledge

Secondary 

Skill
 Talking and Listening,  Understanding Print,  Understanding Words and Sounds

Materials Alphabet cards, bowl, paper, drawing materials (colored pencils, crayons, or markers)

Activity 1. Say “Look! I have a bowl of sauce. How many of you eat sauce? It is an alphabet 

sauce. Let me stir up my sauce. Now I will close my eyes and pick out a letter.” 

Pretend to be stirring sauce. Taste the sauce. Pretend to add ingredients. Then 

hold up the letter card.

2. Ask the children what letter is on the card. Call on children so that the same 

children do not always answer.

3. Then say “Who can think of a word that begins with this letter?”

4. The children call out words that they think begin with the same letter. The 

teacher can write these on the board, pointing to the letters as he/she writes. If 

the children are finding this difficult, help them by giving some examples.

5. Then say “Now you can draw a picture of something that begins with this letter.”

6. Give the children some time, and they can show their pictures to their friends. 

Continue with picking out other letters that are in the bowl.

Level BASIC MIDRANGE ADVANCED

 · Have a beginner be 

the student pulling the 

cards from the soup. 

Match them up with 

someone who can 

recognize letters. 

 · If multi-language 

learner, have matched 

with native speaker

 · Have the student say 

the letter and the sound 

of the letter to the rest 

of the class

 · Have the student say 

the sound and a word 

that has that sound at 

the beginning of it.

 · Give several examples 

of words with that 

sound at initial, medial 

and end of word.

Notes & 

Adaptations

 · Ask the children to look around the classroom and see if they see anything that 

begins with the letter the teacher has picked.

 · Make this “Word Sauce” later in the year as the children begin to recognize words. 

You can also use the names of the children in the classroom.
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EL 25 “FIND YOUR LETTER”
Description Each child receives a card with a letter, and matches it to a card with the same letter, 

held by another child.

Literacy Skill  Alphabet Knowledge

Secondary 

Skill

Matching

Materials Alphabet cards (at least two for each letter)

Activity 1. Give one of the cards to each child. (If there are more children than letters, do 

some extra copies of some of the letters until you have enough cards for each 

child, and that there are an even number of every letter.)

2. Ask the children to stand up and then say “Each of you has one letter. Now, walk 

around and find one child who has the same letter as you. Look carefully at your 

cards to be sure they are the same letter. When you find your partner come back 

to the circle and sit together. See how quickly you can find your partner.”

3.  Praise the children who formed teams first, and announce the names of those 

who have come in second, third, fourth and fifth, etc. Be sure to give all children 

praise, so that this is not too competitive. Remember that each child has 

different strengths and learning needs!

4.  Ask each team to show their cards and say the letter that they have (or the 

teacher can tell them the name of the letter if they have not learned it yet).

5.  Mix up the cards and do this again. Continue for 15-20 minutes or until the 

children lose interest.

Notes & 

Adaptations

 · Use only some letters at a time (e.g. vowels, consonants, the first five letters, etc.). 

Use other letters later in the year, when more have been learned by the children.

 · Instead of 2 identical letters, make matching pairs from one letter card and one 

card with a word that begins with that letter. They will have to find the child with 

the letter/word that matches their letter/word.

 · This can be used to organize children into pairs for another activity.

 · Hand out three copies of each letter to form groups of three.

 · Give each child a letter and hide the matching letter around the room for them to 

find.
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EL 42 “GUESS WHAT I’M DOING”
Description The teacher acts something out while the children guess.

Literacy Skill  Alphabet Knowledge

Secondary 

Skill

 Geometry

Materials Treasure hunt sheet, writing instruments 

Preparation: On a piece of paper (one for each child), draw the items that children 

might see frequently in the ECCD center.

Activity 1. Say, “We’re going to go on a treasure hunt today. You are going to look for the 

things that are on your lists.

2. Give each child a treasure hunt sheet. Say, “Walk around the room and look for 

the items. Every time you see an item around the room, make a mark on your 

sheet like this.” Demonstrate with the first example.

3. Once the children are done, about all the things on the list! Ask, “Did you find ___? 

Where? What do we use it for?”

Level BASIC MIDRANGE ADVANCED

 · Make sheets with 

pictures and words 

together as well as a 

picture with the initial 

letter of the word

 · Use items that are 

easier to locate (e.g. 

window, door, table, 

chair)

 · Have them make any 

mark they can around 

or by the item (e.g. 

circle, X, line-whatever 

they are capable of)

 · Use a mix of pictures 

with words and words 

only

 · Choose slightly more 

challenging items (e.g. 

puzzles, crayons, cards, 

board games, etc.)

 · Make a more complex 

mark near the item or 

try to write some letters 

by each one, such as 

their initials

 · Use sheets with words 

only, or more advanced 

words with pictures 

(e.g. heater)

 · Choose slightly more 

challenging items 

(e.g. printed words 

like apple, snakes and 

ladders game, etc.)

 · Have them write their 

names or the names of 

the items by each one

 · Encourage children to 

try spelling the objects 

they see.

Notes & 

Adaptations

 · Instead of drawing items, write letters on the treasure hunt sheet. Have the children 

go on a treasure hunt identifying objects they notice that start with that letter. They 

may use drawings, symbols, letters, or words.

 · Try the activity outdoors at different times of year or different locations.
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EL 53 “BINGO”
Description Teacher will show children letter cards and the children will mark them on their bingo 

cards.

Literacy Skill  Alphabet Knowledge

Secondary 

Skill

Listening

Materials Letter cards, bingo cards (enough for one per child), small stones (at least nine per 

child)

Activity To prepare, make cards with nine random letters on them. Make one card for 
each child. Every card should be different. Give the cards to the children. The 
cards might look like this: 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

4. Say “Now we will play a game with our letter cards. Please sit close enough so 
that you can see these cards. I’ll hold up a card. If you know the name of the 
letter on the card, shout it out. Then look at your bingo card and if you have 
that letter, put a stone over it. Once you have filled your card and every letter is 
covered with a stone, you win!”

5. Begin the game.
6. Help any children that are struggling by pointing out the target letter on their 

card.
7. The person that fills out their card first wins!
8. When the game is over, collect the cards for another day

Notes & 

Adaptations

 · Divide the children into small groups with one child in each group assigned as the 

leader (Here, choose a child that seems to know the letters well. Be sure to choose 

girls as well as boys). That child will be given a pile of alphabet cards and will hold 

them up for the other children to think of the name of the letter (similar to what they 

have seen the teacher do). This gives more children a chance to participate.

 · Ask the children who are holding different letters to hold the letter up and say it to 

the class. Or, children can be asked to think of a word beginning with that letter, or 

having that letter in the word (later in the year).

BINGO!

B E D

R U L

N W S
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EL 61 “WRITING OUR NAMES”
Description Children write their names on the blackboard using their name cards as a guide.

Literacy Skill  Understanding Print

Secondary 

Skill
 Alphabet Knowledge

Materials Blackboard, chalk, name cards

Activity 1. Give each child his or her name card.

2.  Say, “We are going to write our names on the board!”

3. Call five children to the board. Make sure they bring their name cards.

4.  Ask them each to use their name card as a model to write their name on the 

board. (If they need help writing, help them.)

5.  Once they have written their name, they should point to it and say it out loud to 

the class.

6.  Continue the activity by asking the next group of five children to come to the 

board.

7.  Do this for all of the children in the class or until the children lose interest. If there 

are too many children in the class to do it for everyone at the same time, you can 

continue with the other groups of children the next day.

Notes & 

Adaptations

 · Use this activity after you have done Matching Our Names several times.

 ·  Use this activity to take attendance first thing in the morning.

 ·  The name cards can be used for many other activities 

(see other Activity Cards for examples)
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EL 71 “CLAP”
Description Children play a game in which they listen for words that begin with the same letter/

sound as other words.

Literacy Skill  Understanding Words and Sounds

Secondary 

Skill
 Talking and Listening

Materials None

Activity 1. Say “Today we are going to play a game called CLAP! Let me show you how to 

play. I will think of two words. If the words BEGIN with the same sound, you will 

say CLAP and clap your hand once like this [demonstrate a gentle clap]. If the 

words do not begin with the same sound, you will say nothing. Listen carefully: 

“Cat” and “Car”. You would say CLAP! But listen again: “Cat” and “ball.”   Do 

those words BEGIN with the same sound?   No, one is “c”   and the other is “b” 

sound. So you would not say “CLAP.”

2. “Let’s practice some more.” The teacher gives simple word examples (ones 

where the letters at  the  beginning  of the words sound very different from one 

another) until the children understand that they call ‘CLAP!’ when the words 

start in the same way, and when they do not start the same way, the children 

stay quiet.

3. Continue with the teacher thinking of the words.

Notes & 

Adaptations

 · Try this activity with words that rhyme instead of words that start with the same 

sound, you can  use nonesense  words for this.

 · Let the children lead the activity by suggesting words once they are comfortable 

with the game.

CAT

CAT

CAR

BALL
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EARLY MATHEMATICS ACTIVITIES
 

Add these to your Daily Routine as booster activities. More can be downloaded from 

www.education.gov.pg/ece

These activities are included over the following pages. These can be used in the maths circle. 

Select from the list based on what your students need to focus on to catch up on lost learning. 

Card Activity Numbers & 
counting

Patterns Sorting and 
classification

Comparison & 
measurement

Geometry

EM1
Number 

of the week

EM6

Making 

patterns 

together

EM8
Sorting 

treasure

EM10 Shape bingo

EM11
Remember the 

number

EM13
Find your 

number

EM15
Guess the 

pattern

EM21 
Bigger and 

smaller

EM26
Measure with 

your feet

EM28
Shapes inside 

shapes

EM34 Nature walk

EM40 Fill it

EM44
Same or 

different

EM49 Stick shapes

EM55 Let’s move
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EM 1 “NUMBER OF THE WEEK”
Description Children learn about one number over the course of a week.

Math Skill  Numbers and Counting

Secondary 

Skill
 Talking and Listening,  Understanding Print

Materials Blackboard and chalk, paper and pencils, number cards, rocks or beans

Activity 1. Say “Every week we pick a different Number of the Week. This week’s number is 

[insert number].”

2. Write the number on the board and say the number’s name. For example, write 

the number “2” and say that the name of the number is “two.”

3. Ask the children to repeat the name of the number (for example, all children say 

“two”).

4. Ask the children some questions about the number. For example, ask what 

they  have two  of. Start off  by saying that we all have two arms. They may also 

suggest that we have two eyes, two ears, and two legs.

5. Tell all of the children to stand up, and give instructions to do certain actions two 

times (or whatever the target number is). For example: clap, jump, stomp, etc.

6. Write out the name of the number. For example “t-w-o” instead of 2.

7. Give the children a number card of that number and some rocks or beans so 

that they can practice making the number (Children “make” the number using 

the beans or rocks).

8. If paper is available, give each child a sheet of  paper and a  pencil or  have them 

trace or write the number in the  dirt. Show them again how to draw the number 

by drawing it on the  board. Ask the  children to  practice drawing the  number 

on their sheet of paper. They can do this several times.

9. Over the course of the week, point out to the children every time the Number 

of the Week appears in a book, on a poster, or even in your speech as you are 

talking to the children. Use other activities to highlight this number.

Notes & 

Adaptations

 · Invite children to the board to circle or underline the target number whenever it 

appears in things you have written on the board.

 · Use this activity to make a number book.

 · Use other activities to highlight this number.
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EM 6 “MAKING PATTERNS TOGETHER”
Description Children recognize a simple pattern created by the facilitator and continue making 

the pattern as a group.

Math Skill  Patterns

Secondary 

Skill

Sequencing

Materials Colored blocks or rocks (up to four sets of colors or shapes)

Activity 1. Children sit in a circle. Say, “We are going to play a game called Making Patterns 

Together! I will make a pattern and you will tell me what it is.”

2. Lay out the blocks, rocks, or other materials with a simple repeating pattern with 

blocks (e.g. square-circle, square- circle, square-circle). It may look like this: 

3. Ask, “What do you think comes next?” Once they answer, ask one child to add a 

square block.

4. Ask, “Now what do you think comes next?” Once they answer, ask another child 

to add a round block.

5. Go around the circle and have the children help you add blocks, one  by one.

6. Ask, “Do you see the pattern?” Point to  each  block and  say  “square-circle, 

square-circle,” and  have the  children  join you.

7. Tell the children, “This is a pattern!

8. Repeat the activity by making a new pattern. You can make a pattern out of 

colors (blue-green, blue-green ... ), shapes (square-circle, square-circle... ), or 

sizes (big-small, big-small, big-small. .. ).

9. Finish by telling the children what a good job they did at  making patterns.

10. Put the  blocks in the  math corner for the children to try  independently  during 

Corner Time.

Level BASIC MIDRANGE ADVANCED

 · Make patterns with two 

colors, two sizes, or two 

shapes

 · Make the patterns more 

complicated, with three 

colors, sizes or shapes. 

For example: 

blue-green-green-red, 

blue  green-green-red, 

blue-green-green-red

 · Make patterns with four 

colors, sizes or shapes.

 · You can also make 

patterns out of number 

cards. For example, 

1-2-3, 1-2-3, 1-2-3

 · Introduction of formal 

pattern labelling. For 

example: MB, ABB, 

ABAB,

 · Record the pattern on 

paper with pencils/

crayons

Notes & 

Adaptations

 · Other possible materials: items that can be found in class (pencil-crayon, pencil-

crayon, pencil-crayon), beads, cubes, buttons, and other concrete objects
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EM 8 “SORTING TREASURES”
Description Children sort objects according to their characteristics/attributes.

Math Skill  Sorting and Classification

Secondary 

Skill
 Understanding Print

Materials Classroom objects in difference sizes and shapes (e.g. buttons, stones, fabrics, toys), 

containers Preparation: Create containers filled with “treasures” (a mixture 

of classroom objects) before class.

Activity 1. Say, “We are going to play a game where you sort the different things in these 

containers.”

2. Take the objects out of one container and guide the children to sort through 

them.

3. Say, “Let’s put all the red objects here and all the blue ones there”. Encourage all 

the children to participate one by one.

4. Then mix up the objects again and say, “Let’s put all the fabrics here and the 

stones there”.

5. Once the children are familiar with the activity, divide them into small groups 

and give each group a container. Say, “We are going to play a game where you 

sort the different things in these containers.”

6. Help the children sort them by asking questions like: “Are all the buttons of the 

same size?” and “How are the objects alike? How are they different?”

7.  Help the children group the treasures by one characteristic. Work with the 

children to compare the different piles of treasures.

8. Walk around the room and ask the children to explain their sorting criteria.

9. Put the objects in a basket in the math corner for the children to try 

independently during Corner Time.

Level BASIC MIDRANGE ADVANCED

 · Make sure the objects 

to sort are large. Make 

sure they are very 

different in color or size 

from each other.

 · Start by giving the 

children only two 

types of objects to sort 

through into piles.

 · Increase to three types 

once children are 

more familiar with the 

exercise.

 · Use medium size 
objects.

 · Give children three or 
more characteristics to 
sort from. Also allow the 
children to define their 
own sorting criteria.

 · Incorporate geometry 
skills by sorting by 
characteristics like 
shape.

 · Have the children make 
a label of the picture 
of the category they 
sorted into.

 · Give children a mix of 

objects and allow them 

to choose the sorting 

criteria.

 · Incorporate 

measurement skills 

by sorting by size and 

weight.

 · Ask them which pile has 

more objects?

 · Have children write the 

label of the categories 

they sorted into.

Notes & 

Adaptations

 · Other things to collect and sort: seeds, stones, flowers, insects, etc.
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EM 10 “SHAPE BINGO”
Description The facilitator shows a shape card and the children with that shape mark them on 

their bingo boards.

Math Skill  Geometry

Secondary 

Skill

 Comparison and Measurement

Materials Shape cards (one for each shape), bingo boards (one for each child), pebbles (many) 

Preparation: (1) Make shape cards, each showing a square, circle, triangle, rectangle, 

etc. (2) Make bingo boards with 4 or 9 boxes with random shapes drawn in them 

(some boxes can have the same shape). Make one bingo board for each child. Every 

card should be different. Give the cards to the children. The cards might look like this: 

Bin o

Activity 1. Distribute one bingo board and 9 pebbles to each child (or to each pair of 

children for less advanced learners).

2. The facilitator should shuffle the shape cards and hold them down so that the 

children cannot see them.

3. Say, “We will play a game with shapes. Sit close so that you can see the shape 

cards I hold up.” Hold up a card.

4.  Say, “If you know the name of the shape on the card, shout it out!” Wait for the 

children to name the shape.

5.  Say, “Now look at your bingo card. Do you have this shape? If you do, put a 

pebble over it. The first person to cover every shape with a pebble gets to say 

BINGO!”

6.  Begin the game. Help any children that are struggling by pointing to similarities 

between the shape card and the shape on their bingo board. When the game is 

over, put the bingo boards in the math corner so that children try this activity on 

their own during  Corner Time.

Level BASIC MIDRANGE ADVANCED

 · Make bingo boards 

with only 4 boxes and 

2 or 3 familiar shapes 

(e.g. square, circle, 

triangle)

 · Make bingo boards 

with 9 boxes and four 

or more shapes (e.g. 

square, circle, triangle, 

and rectangle).

 · Children can play 

independently.

 · Make bingo boards 

with 9 boxes and five or 

more shapes.

 · Children can play 

independently.

Notes & 

Adaptations

 · Divide the children into small groups with one child in each group assigned as the 

leader (Choose a child that knows the shapes well. Be sure to choose girls as well as 

boys). That child can pick a shape card and will hold it up for the other children to 

think of the name of the shape (similar to what they have seen the facilitator do).

 · To move beyond simple shapes for the whole class, the cards shown to students are 

pictures of objects (ie. Round hat, gift box, mug and the children then have to see 

the sha e and match that to the actual sha e on the Bingo card.
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EM 11 “REMEMBER THESE NUMBERS”
Description The facilitator shows the children a sequence of numbers for them to remember.

Math Skill   Numbers and Counting

Secondary 

Skill

Short Term Memory

Materials Cards numbered 1 to 5 (do not go above the number five) 

Preparation: Make individual number cards with the numbers 1, 2, 3, 4, 5. 

Make two  copies.

Activity 1. Children sit in a circle. Say, “Today we’re going to play a number game. 

I’m going to show you some numbers and I want you to try  your best to 

remember the numbers.”

2. Show the children a series of numbers (see below for variations depending 

on level).

3. Say, “Now focus on these numbers and try to remember all of them”. 

Remove the numbers.

4. Ask, “Now, I want you to write down the numbers I just showed you.” The 

instructions for this last step will vary depending on the level of difficulty.

Level BASIC MIDRANGE ADVANCED

 · Children can choose the 

appropriate number 

cards instead of writing 

them down.

 · Show the children one 

or two numbers (e.g. 

3-1), and then ask them 

to choose from three 

numbers (e.g. 1-3-4)

 · The children can place 

the numbers they 

saw in any order,  not 

necessarily  in the one 

shown (e.g. 1-3).

 · Children can work in 

pairs.

 · Use dot cards rather 

than number cards.

 · Show the children up 

to three number cards 

(e.g. 2- 4-1), and then 

ask them to choose 

from four numbers (e.g. 

1-2-3-4).

 · The children can place 

the numbers they 

saw in any order,  not  

necessarily  in the one 

shown (e.g. 1-2-4).

 · Children can work in 

pairs.

 · Show up to four number 

cards.

 · Show two of one 

number (e.g. 4-2-2-3).

 · Children can select the 

cards or write down the 

numbers that they saw 

in order (e.g. 4-2-2-3).

 · Use a combination of 

dot cards and number 

cards.

Notes & 

Adaptations

 · Repeat this game with shape cards (e.g. circle, triangle, square, etc.), color cards 

(e.g. red, blue, green, etc.), or objects (e.g. a pencil, block, toy, ball, book). The 

children should choose the objects/cards out of a slightly larger number of objects/

cards.

 · Later in the year, ask the children to mentally add the numbers together and write 

down the total on the paper. For this, make sure you start with small numbers and 

only one or two cards (e.g. 1-1, 1-2, 2-2 etc.), then  increase the  numbers  (e.g. 3-1, 5-1) 

or  the number of cards (e.g. 1-1-1, 1-1-2)
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EM 13 “FIND YOUR NUMBER”
Description Each child receives a card with a number, and matches it to a card with the same 

number, held by another child.

Literacy Skill  Numbers and Counting

Secondary 

Skill

None

Materials Number cards (at least two for each number)

Activity 1. Before beginning, prepare two cards for number.

2. Give one of the cards to each child. (If there are more children than numbers, 

add more of each number, making sure that you have an even number of every 

number).

3. Ask the children to stand up and then say “Each of you has one number.  Now, 

walk around and find a child who has the same number that you have.  Look 

carefully at your cards to be sure they are the same number.  When you find your 

‘teammate,’ come back to the circle and sit together. See how quickly you can 

find your teammate.”

4. Praise the children who formed teams first, and announce the names of those 

who have come in second, third, fourth and fifth, etc. Be sure to give all children 

praise, so that this is not too competitive. Remember that each child has 

different strengths and learning needs!

5. Ask each team to show their cards and say the number that they have (or the 

teacher can tell them the name of the number if they have not learned it yet).

6. Mix up the cards and do this again. Continue for 15-20 minutes or until the 

children lose interest.

Level BASIC MIDRANGE ADVANCED

 · Do this activity with 

shapes or color cards if 

numbers are too hard.

 · Use dot cards first and 

then move to one dot 

card and one number 

card.

 · Add the two card 

together to get a sum 

of the two.

Notes & 

Adaptations

 · Do this activity with shape cards or color cards.

 · Instead of giving out matching cards to children, the teacher can hide a set of 

numbers around the room and give the same set of numbers to the children so 

instead of finding a partner, then need to match their number card with a number 

card somewhere in the room
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EM 15 “GUESS THE PATTERN”
Description Children recognize, describe, extend, and replicate a simple pattern created by the 

teacher.

Math Skill  Patterns

Secondary 

Skill

Prediction

Materials Colored blocks or rocks (in a variety of colors or shapes)

Activity 1. Say, “We are going to play a game called Guess the Pattern! I will make a 

pattern and you will tell me what it is.”

2. Lay out the blocks, rocks, or other materials with a simple repeating pattern 

(e.g. red, blue, red, blue blocks).

3. Ask the children, “Do you see a pattern here?”

4. Point to each object and say what it is (for example, point to the first one and 

say “red” then point to the next one and say “blue” and so on.).

5. Tell the children, “This is a pattern! Red, blue, red, blue, red, blue” (for example).

6. Ask the children, “What comes next?” after the last object in the pattern.

7. After the children have correctly answered what the next object should be, give 

them their own materials to make a pattern that matches yours.

8. If time permits,  make another  pattern  and  repeat the activity.  For example: 

blue, green, blue, green.  You can also make a pattern using different shapes 

(square, circle, square, circle), sizes (big, little, big, little), or even numbers (1,2,1,2)

9. Finish by telling the children what a good job they did at making patterns.

Level Advanced Modifications

 · Make the patterns more difficult. For example: red, blue, blue, red, blue, blue, red, 

blue, blue. Once they can do 3 step patterns you can make them more difficult 

again, for example: red-blue-blue; blue-blue-red; red-blue-blue; blue-blue-red and 

red-blue-red; blue-red-blue; red-blue-red;blue-red-blue

Notes & 

Adaptations

 · Experiment patterns with different colors, sizes, shapes, and textures.

 · Make patterns using other materials that can be found in the class such as toy cars, 

colored cards, colored chalk, beads, cubes, toothpicks, beans, buttons, and other 

concrete objects.
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EM 21 “BIGGER AND SMALLER”
Description Children notice the difference between bigger and smaller.

Math Skill  Comparison and Measurement

Secondary 

Skill

 Sorting and Classification

Materials Rocks of different sizes.

Activity 1. Tell the children, “We are going to learn about bigger and smaller. 

Do you know the difference?”

2. Let them try to explain the difference between big and small.

3. Show the children two rocks: one that is bigger and one that is smaller. 

Tell them which one is bigger and which one is smaller.

4. Hold up two other rocks and ask which one is bigger and which one smaller. 

If they need help, tell them the answer.

5. Keep doing this with new rocks until they understand the concept.

6. Give children each a pile of rocks and let them sort them from little too big.

Notes & 

Adaptations

 · Have the children sort all sort of different things by size, such as: leaves, blocks, 

beans, beads, books, etc.
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EM 26 “MEASURE WITH YOUR FEET”
Description Children measure objects using their feet as the unit of measurement.

Math Skill  Comparison and Measurement

Secondary 

Skill
 Numbers and Counting

Materials Chalk, chalkboard

Activity 1. Say, “We are going to measure how long something is by using our feet!!”

2. Children think of a list of things they would like to measure in length. For 

example, they could measure a rug, a table, and a path.

3.  Once they have agreed on what things they are going to measure (at least two), 

ask “Which do you think is longer, [object one] or [object two]?”

4.  After they have answered, say “Let’s find out!”

5.  Show the children how to measure the first object with their feet (by putting 

their heel at the start of the  object and stepping along, putting their next heel to 

their toes, counting  how many steps they  need to  take). They  my find  it easier 

if they do this in partners, on child stepping, and the other child helping the 

stepping child to line up their heels and toes well and count the number of steps 

they are taking. Then they can make a record  of the  measurement  on a  piece 

of paper. Let all of the children try it.

6.  Then, have the children measure the second object (if they are working in pairs 

they should swap roles)

7. Then say “Let’s see if we were right! How many of you found that [object one] is 

more feet than [object two]? Is that what we thought?”

8.  Finish by saying, “Now we know that [longer object] is longer than [shorter 

object]! Great job!”

Level BASIC MIDRANGE ADVANCED

 · Measure small simple 

items such as the 

length of table, making 

sure that the student 

uses the feet with no 

space between. Keep 

measurements to items

 · along the floor. Draw 

a picture of the item 

and writes some kind of 

number to re resent the 

size.

 · Students can measure 

items of height. Draw a 

picture and label the 

length well.

 · Students can measure 

length, height and 

depth. Measure items 

that aren’t “full” feet 

long. Record the 

number of feet an 

item is.

Notes & 

Adaptations

 · This activity can be done with things other than feet. The children can measure 

using 2 blocks, a pencil, their hands, or something else.

 · This activity can be done with outdoor objects as well as indoor object. For 

example, it can be done with distance: “What is farther? The distance from the 

school door to the tree, or from the tree to the fence?”
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EM 28 “SHAPES INSIDE SHAPES”
Description Children learn about size and shapes by making shapes within shapes.

Literacy Skill  Geometry

Secondary 

Skill

  Comparison and Measurement

Materials Shape Cards

Activity 1. Take the children outside.

2.  Take a stick and make a large circle in the dirt with the children’s help.

3.  Then, invite the children to help you to make another circle-this one inside the 

first one-in the dirt.

4.  Do this again, until you have small, medium, and large circle in the dirt.

5.  Use this opportunity to find out the words that the children already know to 

describe different sizes.

6.  Introduce new vocabulary e.g. small, medium and large if the children need it. 

Let the children continue making circles in the dirt. They can make their own 

circles or they can make more circles within your circles.

Notes & 

Adaptations

 · Do this activity with other shapes.

 · Invite the children to do this activity on their own or in small groups.
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EM 34 “NATURE WALK”
Description Children observe and recognize nature in their immediate surroundings.

Math Skill  Sorting and Classification

Secondary 

Skill

 Patterns

Materials Easily available leaves (e.g. jackfruit leaves, mango leaves, banana leaves), rocks, or 

sticks. Other things to collect and sort: seeds, stones, flowers, insects, etc.

Activity 1. Tell the children, “We are going to go talk a walk outside and see what we can find!”
2. Take the children outside and help them all collect leaves from trees or from the 

ground
3. Once every child has at least one leaf, bring the group back inside the 

classroom.
4. Start a conversation with the group by holding up a leaf and saying what it 

looks like: the color, the shape, the texture (how it feels), how it smells, whether it 
is dry or has been on the ground for a long time.

5. After you have described your leaf, invite a few children to describe their leaves 
to the whole group.

6. Then invite all of the children to tell a friend about his or her leaf.
7. After they half all talked about their leaf for a few minutes, invite the children to 

put their leaves together in a pile. If there is a large group of children, they can 
make several piles of leaves.

8.  Then say, “Now we are going to sort the leaves by color!” Invite the children to 
sort their leaves into piles of different colors. Help the children if they need help.

9.  After sorting the leaves by color, mix them up again, and say “Now we are going 
to sort the leaves by size!” Invite the children to sort their piles by size. Help the 
children if they need help.

10. After sorting the leaves by size, mix-them up again, and say “Now we are going 
to sort the leaves by shape!” Invite the children to sort their piles by shape. Help 
the children if they need help.

11. After doing this, tell the children that they did a great job sorting leaves.

Level BASIC MIDRANGE ADVANCED

 · Make sure the objects 
to sort are large. 
Make sure they are very 
different in color or size 
from each other. Start 
by giving the children 
only two types of 
objects to sort through 
into piles. 

 · Give children three or 
more characteristics to 
sort from. Also allow the 
children to define their 
own sorting criteria. 
Incorporate geometry 
skills by sorting by 
characteristics like 
shape.

 · Give children a mix of 

objects and allow them 

to choose the sorting 

criteria. Incorporate 

measurement skills 

by sorting by size and 

weight.

Notes & 

Adaptations

 · Objects can also be sorted by texture, weight, and any other criteria you or the 

children choose.

 · Once the children have thought about their different leaves and different ways that 

they can sort them, ask the children which way they liked best, then make a chart 

with the different categories and invite the children to stick 1 leaf each into one of 

the categories. For example, if the children choose color, you can then  ask what 

different colors the  leaves are, make the colors they come up with into a list, such 

as brown, green, yellow, dark green, Iight green, orange etc.
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 EM 40 “FILL IT!”
Description Children fill a container using a  smaller container to learn about measurement and 

volume.

Math Skill  Comparison and Measurement

Secondary 

Skill

Estimation

Materials A ladle, spoons, a cup, a bowl, a bucket of water

Activity 1. Say, “We are going to play a game called Fill It! We are going to see how long it 

takes to fill different containers.”

2. First, gather a spoon, a cup, and a bucket of water and ask the children “Which 

can hold more water: a spoon or a cup?” They will answer that a cup can hold 

more water.

3. Say, “Let’s see how many ladles of water it takes to fill the cup.” Let the children 

take turns dipping the spoon into the bucket and pouring the water into the cup. 

Make a tally on the board of the ladles and count them at the end.

4. After filling the cup, thank all of the children for helping and ask, “Which can 

hold more water: a cup or a bowl?” and hold up the cup and the bowl. They will 

answer that a bowl can hold more water.

5. Say, “Let’s see how many cups of water it takes to fill the bowl.” Let the children 

take turns dipping the cup into the bucket and pouring the water into the bowl. 

Help the children count the number of cups. Make a tally on the board of the 

ladles and count them at the end.

6. Repeat this again, using different combinations of the containers.

Level BASIC MIDRANGE ADVANCED

 · Count aloud together 

as you draw the tally on 

the board.

 · Children can lift each 
of the containers 
when they are full and 
compare how heavy or 
light they are.

 · Ask the children to 
guess how many 
spoons fit into the cups 
or how many cups fit 
into the bowls. They 
can write down their 
prediction in their 
notebooks and then 
check how close their 
guess was to the correct 
answer at the end.

 · Count your tally marks.
 · Advanced learners can 

use spoons instead 
of ladles or larger 
containers instead of a 
cup or bowl.

 · Use a string to measure 
the height and width of 
the objects you fill.

 · Compare containers 
of different heights, 
but that hold the same 
volume, or different 
volumes but the same 
height.

Notes & 

Adaptations

 · You can make a chart that notes how many spoonful’s it takes to fill: a cup, a bowl, 

and the bucket. Then how many cups it takes to fill: a bowl, a bucket, and so on.

 · Instead of water, use sand, dirt, seeds, rice grains (uncooked) or some other material.

 · Children can also do this on their own once they have learned how with the 

facilitator’s help.
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EM 44 “SAME OR DIFFERENT?”
Description Children practice noticing if things are the same or different in this sorting activity.

Math Skill  Sorting and Classification

Secondary 

Skill

 Comparison and Measurement

Materials Sticks, rocks, leaves, containers

Activity 1. To prepare, create containers filled with a few matching objects (for example, 

one with a few rocks, one with a few sticks, and one with a few leaves) before 

class.

2. Take the children outside to collect more of these objects (in this example they 

would collect more sticks, rocks, and leaves).

3. Say, “We are going to play a game where you decide whether two things are 

the  same or  different.  I have three containers and you are going to help me by 

adding more things to these containers. You will decide what goes where!”

4. Help the children to sort the items they collected by putting them  in the  correct 

container.  Ask, “Is this [the object they are  holding, such as a  leaf] the  same as 

that [an object in the  container, such as  a  rock]?” If they correctly  identify that 

it is the  same they can put it in the  container. If they do not get it correct ask 

them to look in each container and tell you which items they think are most like 

the item they are holding. If they still don’t know which one explain why you think 

it goes in one particular container and not in another one.

5. Walk around the room and help the children that need assistance. If the children 

have sorted their items whilst the other children are still sorting let them help the 

other children, or collect more items from outside.

Notes & 

Adaptations

 ·  Other things to collect and sort: seeds, stones, flowers, insects, beads, beans, bottle 

caps, toys, blocks, etc.

 · This exercise can incorporate measurement skills by sorting by characteristics like 

size and weight.

 · This exercise can incorporate geometry skills by sorting by characteristics like 

shape.

 · This can be a small group activity or can be used for clean up after another activity.
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EM 49 “STICK SHAPES”
Description Children make shapes using sticks, pebbles, beads, or some other material.

Math Skill  Geometry

Secondary 

Skill

 Numbers and Counting, Patterns

Materials Shape cards, sticks (or toothpicks, beads, pebbles, bottle caps, shells etc.)

Activity 1. Give each child a card or a piece of paper with the shape that the children are 

focusing on that day drawn onto it clearly.

2. Next, draw the shape on the board and say its name.

3.  Show the children how to trace the shape with their fingers. Describe the shape, 

making note if it has straight lines, curves, or angles.

4. Next, give each child several sticks (or toothpicks, beads, pebbles, bottle caps 

etc.) and show them how to trace the shape with the sticks by laying them on 

the outline of the shape.

5.  Let them try to do this with different types of materials. For example, if they make 

a square out of sticks first, let them make a square out of pebbles or rocks next.

6.  After they have done this a few times, congratulate them on learning about that 

shape.

Notes & 

Adaptations

 · For an outside activity, trace a very large version of the shape in the ground using a 

stick. Have the children work together to trace the shape using rocks, big sticks, or 

their own bodies (everyone stands on the line to make the shape).

 · Ask the children to collect the materials that you will use to make the shape. 

Consider letting them choose which materials from outside would be most helpful 

for making the shape that is drawn on their paper. Encourage them to  think 

about the width and length and  shape of the  materials they  might want to  use in 

comparison  to  the  shape that is drawn  on their paper. Let them take their papers 

outside to help them find a good match.
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EM 55 “LET’S MOVE!”
Description Children recognize, construct, and extend patterns in motion by creating body 

movement patterns.

Literacy Skill  Patterns

Secondary 

Skill

Gross Motor

Materials None

Activity 7. Ask children to sit in a circle then say, “Now we will play a game called ‘Let’s 

Move!’. Let’s use our bodies to make fun patterns. See if you can recognize the 

patterns I’m making and then follow them.”

8. Demonstrate a simple pattern such as: clap - put hands in lap - clap -  put hands 

in lap - clap, etc. Do this slowly.

9.  Now say, “Can you all do this along with me?”

10.  Encourage the children to clap then put their hands in lap at the same time as 

you. Do this slowly so that the children understand.

11.  Continue the same pattern for a while - until all the children seem to understand-

then stop them and say  that you  are going to change the pattern.

12.  Have everyone stand up then try this pattern: run-stop-run-stop.

13. Invite the children to play along.

14.  Do this for a while---until the children seem to understand-then stop them and 

say that you are going to change the pattern.

Notes & 

Adaptations

 · When children get good at simple  movement  patterns, make the  patterns 

increasingly  more difficult: for example: clap, touch your toes, touch your head, 

clap touch your toes, touch your head etc. Then as they get the hang of 3 step 

patterns make them even more difficult, for example: clap, touch toes, clap, touch 

head, clap, and hands in lap.

 · Do this activity but have the children stand and do more active movements like: 

“jump - clap - jump - clap” or “jump - sit clap -stand - jump - sit - clap - stand” or 

“turn around in a circle - sit - stand - clap - clap, turn around in a circle - sit stand - 

clap - clap.”

 · Other actions children can perform: put hands in the air, stretch out legs, hands on 

knees, stomp foot, pat belly, shake your hands with a friend, etc.

 · When the children are familiar with this game you can invite children to volunteer to 

lead a simple movement pattern themselves.
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MAKING BIG BOOKS 
 

Here is a selection of stories that you can make into Big Books. 

These can be used in the literacy circle. You can also create small books 

that can be used in corner play to develop children’s knowledge of books. 

Remember to read with children every day. 

There are more stories on www.education.gov.pg 

Encourage parents to read with their child at home every day. 

Parents can download the free Bloom Reader and Library for All reading apps.

Here are some helpful tips.  
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1.  USE THE CHILDREN’S HOME LANGUAGE 

 

2.  USE LOCAL WORDS, NAMES SONGS AND PLACES.  
USE LOCAL PICTURES.
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Story 1: Mountain on Fire 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Mountain on fire (Mauten Paia)

One morning the villages were awoken 

by a loud sound, boom!

Boom! Boom! Boom! 

People ran out of their houses

Boom! Boom! Boom! 

Smoke covered the mountains

Boom! Boom! Boom! 

Hot ashes were thrown over the villages

Boom! Boom! Boom! 

Trees and houses were burning

People ran everywhere 

They were looking for safe places to hide.

Page 6: People ran 
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to hide. 
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Questions you can ask before, during and after reading:

a. What can you see in this picture?

b. How many things are burning in this picture?

c.  What colors can you see on this picture?

d.  If your house was near this burning mountain, what would you do?

e. Where have you seen a mountain like this?

f. What can you see coming out of the mountain? 

g. What shape is the mountain? 

h. Where would be a safe place to hide if this happened in your village? 

Literacy activities for the “Mountain on fire”  

Using picture cards:  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 · You can ask the children to ‘tell you what the picture is.

 · You can practise the first sounds of the picture words, 
e.g., /m/

• Show the letter card ‘m’. Ask: “What letter is this? Who can sound the letter ‘m’?” 

• Write the letter ‘m’ on the board. 

• Say: “The letter ‘m’ makes the sound /m/ as in mountain.” 

(show the word ‘mountain’ in the story)

• Say: “The first sound in the word mountain is /m/. Listen: /m/”

• Ask the children to sound /m/ and say the word ‘mountain’

 · You can talk about the meaning of each word.

 · You can talk about the colours in each picture.

 · You can ask children to describe what they see in the picture. 

Writing practice 

 · Children can practise tracing, writing, sketching, and scribbling. 

 · You could ask children to draw a picture of the story.

 · You can talk about the sounds of each letter and the shape of each 

letter and children can practise writing letters, such as v and s. 

 · Children can practise drawing a triangle like a volcano. 

Volcano House on Fire

Smoke Ashes Burning Trees
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Story 2: A new road 

A New Road

Zoom – zoom! 
It was the bulldozer.

Zoom – zoom! 
The trees fell with a single hit. 
The gardens were cleared. 
It was the bulldozer.

Zoom – zoom! 
All animals ran from their homes. 
The birds flapped their wings and flew away.

Zoom – zoom! 
The creeks were cleared. 
It was the bulldozer.

Zoom – zoom! 
A new road took its place.

Page 6: Zoom – zoom!
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Questions you can ask before, during and after reading:

a. What can you see in this picture?

b. What is the bulldozer doing in this picture?

c. What colors can you see on this picture?

d. What does a bulldozer do to make a road? 

e. What will happen to the birds? 

f. What will happen to the animals? 

Literacy activities for the “A new road”  

Using picture cards: 

 
 
 
 
 
 

 · You can ask children to ‘tell you what the picture is’. 

 · You can practise the first sounds of the picture words 
e.g., /g/

• Show the letter card ‘g’. Ask: “What letter is this? Who can sound the letter ‘g’?” 

• Write the letter ‘g’ on the board. 

• Say: “The letter ‘g’ makes the sound /g/ as in garden.” 

(show the word ‘garden’ in the story)

• Say: “The first sound in the word garden is /g/. Listen: /g/”

• Ask the children to sound /g/ and say the word ‘garden’.

 · You can talk about the meaning of each word.

 · You can talk about the colours in each picture.

 · You can ask children to describe what they see in the picture. 

Writing practice 

 · Children can practise tracing, writing, sketching, and scribbling.  e.g., tracing /g/ 
 

 · You could ask children to draw a picture of the story.

 · You can talk about the sounds of each letter and the shape of each 

letter and children can practise writing letters, such as b and r. 

 · Children can practise drawing a bulldozer. 

Birds Flying Birds FlyingAnimals Animals Animals
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Story 3: Water and me 

Water and me

The river is clean and cool 
It flows from the mountains to the sea

I like the river 
I like to wash in the river 
Mother fetches water for drinking and cooking

One morning, I saw the river was dirty. 
It was filled with rubbish 

Some animals that lived in the river died 
We did not drink water

We did not wash in the river

Page 6: Some animals 
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Questions you can ask before, during and after reading:

a. What can you see in this picture?

b. What do we use the river for? 

c. How do you get water for cooking and drinking? 

d. What happens when the river is dirty? 

e.  What can we do to help make the river clean? 

f. Why did the animals die in the river?

g. What do you think happened to the people after the rubbish 

was thrown into the river?

h. How can you make water safe for drinking?

Literacy activities for the “Water and me”  

Using picture cards: 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 · You can ask children to ‘tell you what the picture is’. 

 · You can practise the first sounds of the picture words 
e.g., /r/

1. Show the letter card ‘r’. Ask: “What letter is this? Who can sound the letter ‘r’?” 

2. Write the letter ‘r’ on the board. 

3. Say: “The letter ‘r’ makes the sound /r/ as in river.” (show the word ‘river’ in the story)

4. Say: “The first sound in the word river is /r/. Listen: /r/.”

5. Ask the children to sound /r/ and say the word ‘river’.

 · You can talk about the meaning of each word.

 · You can talk about the colours in each picture.

 · You can ask children to describe what they see in each picture. 

Writing practice 

 · Children can practise tracing, writing, sketching, and scribbling. 

 · You could ask children to draw a picture of the story.

 · You can talk about the sounds of each letter and the shape of each letter 

and children can practise writing letters, such as m and f. 

 · Children can practise drawing a river with mountains. 

Rubbish Drink Water

River Mountain Fish
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 Story 4: Laloks and the flood 

Laloks and the Flood

Laloks lives near a river 
She likes washing in the river 

When there is heavy rain 
The river floods

It washes away houses

It washes away gardens

It covers the roads

Laloks stays in the house 
Her village is flooded.
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Questions you can ask before, during and after reading:

a. What can you see in this picture?

b. Do you live near a river? 

c. Does the river near you flood sometimes? 

d. What happens when the river floods in your village? 

e. What can we do to prepare for floods? 

f. Why do we do to keep safe from floods?

g. Where are the safe places we can go when it floods? 

Literacy activities for the “Laloks and the flood”  

Using picture cards:  

 
 
 

 · You can ask children to ‘tell you what the picture is’. 

 · You can practice the first sounds of the picture words.
e.g., /f/

6. Show the letter card ‘f’. Ask: “What letter is this? Who can sound the letter ‘f’?” 
7. Write the letter ‘f’ on the board. 
8. Say: “The letter ‘r’ makes the sound /f/ as in flood.” (show the word ‘flood’ in the story)
9. Say: “The first sound in the word river is /f/. Listen: /f/.”
10. Ask the children to sound /f/ and say the word ‘flood’. 

 · You can talk about the meaning of each word.
 · You can talk about the colours in each picture.
 · You can ask children to describe what they see in each picture. 

 · You can practice these rhymes.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

Writing practice 

 · Children can practise tracing, writing, sketching, and scribbling. 

 · You could ask children to draw a picture of the story.

 · You can talk about the sounds of each letter and the shape of each letter and children 

can practise writing letters, such as r and v. 

 · Children can practise drawing a flooded river. 

garden village

flood rain river

See Me Leap

Flood water, flood water
See me leap
Flood water, flood water
Where I creep 
I will sleep

The Flood

Flood, flood, flood 
Flood is coming 
Washing down riverbanks
Washing away gardens 
Look out!  
It will wash you away.

Rain

Rain is falling
Water is rising,
Here comes the flood
Run girls run!
Run boys run!
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Story 5: Our garden 

Our garden 

Manik has a big brown seed. 

What will it grow? 

Asha has a little black seed.  

What will it grow? 

Plant the seeds.

Water the seeds.

What do you think will grow?

Little seed – big surprise!

Big seed – little surprise!
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Questions you can ask before, during and after reading:

a. What can you see in this picture?

b. What do you think will grow with the little seed? 

c. What do you think will grow with the big seed? 

d. What do you grow in your garden? 

e.  What do you do to help seeds grow?

f.  Do you think seeds need sun to grow? 

g.  Do you think seeds need water to grow? 

h.  What big trees grow in the village?

Page 6: Little seed 
- big surprise!
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Not me! 

Did you ever see a goat,  

paddling a boat?  

Not me!  

Did you ever see a cat,  

wearing a red hat?   

Not me! 

Did you ever see a dog,  

dancing on a log?  

Not me!

Did you ever see a mouse,  

building a bamboo house? 

Not me!

Did you ever see a snake, 

fishing in a lake? 

Not me!

Did you ever see a frog 

playing chess with a dog?  

Not me!

Story 6: Not me!  
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Questions you can ask before, during and after reading:

a. What can you see in this picture?

b. What would you do if you saw this? 

c. What animals can do this? 

d.  What things can this animal do? 

e. Have you ever seen animals do funny things? 

Page 6: Did you ever 
see a frog
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Story 7: What’s this?  

What’s this? 

What’s this?  

It’s a sweet potato. 

What’s this?  

It’s a banana. 

What’s this?  

It’s a mango

What’s this?  

It’s a coconut.

What’s this?  

It’s a pig.

What is he doing?  

Oh no! He is eating the sweet potato

Who is this?  

This is my mum. 

‘Go away pig.’
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Questions you can ask before, during and after reading:

a. What can you see in this picture?

b. What other fruit do you see in the market? 

c. What is your favourite fruit? 

d. Do you have pigs? 

e. What do they like eating? 

f. Do you ever need to chase pigs away from the garden?
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Story 8: How many?  

How many?  

How many cats in the basket?   

There are three cats in the basket

How many pigs in the pen?  

There are four pigs in the pen

How many chicks in the garden?  

There are six chicks in the garden 

How many birds in the nest?  

There are five birds in the nest 

How many bats in the tree?  

There are two bats in the tree.

How many children in the bed? 

There is one child in the bed. 

And it’s me!
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Questions you can ask before, during and after reading:

a. What can you see in this picture?

b. How many ….. do you see? 

c.  Let’s count, 1,2,3 

d.  Do you have any chicks? How many? 

e.  Do you have any cats? How many? 

f. Have you seen bats hanging in a tree?
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LIFE SKILLS ACTIVITIES
The life skills activities cover spiritual and moral education, social and emotional 

development, physical and motor development, and essential life skills. These activities 

are suggested as part of outdoor play and in the morning and closing session of the 

daily schedule. 

1. Spiritual and moral development 

• offering prayers 

• singing praises

• memory verse – Bible scriptures

• Bible stories 

2. Essential life skills

• good nutrition

• health and hygiene rules 

• safety and protection

• cultural and community activity

Sharing snacks 

Children are taken outside under shady trees or to a comfortable place to have their snacks. 

Children are asked to look around and find any friend who may not have something to eat. 

This is reported to the teacher and teacher with the children thinks of how they can help the 

friend without a snack. The child of the day goes to the children without snacks and invites 

them to come and share the snacks he or she has. Other children with snacks can join the 

child of the day and share their snacks with their friends. Example of snacks can be fruits, 

prepared lunch, sugarcane, mangoes, cooked bananas, roasted kaukaus, kulau etc. 

Health and hygiene rules 

Make up simple health and hygiene rules for children to use in the centre. Instruct children 

on what the rule is and practise saying it with them. For example:

Rule 1: Always wash hands after using toilet. 

Rule 2: Wash your face, hands, and feet after games and before snacks 

Take the children outside and practise what the rule is saying. Teacher shows the children 

what to do and all the children follow the teacher until everyone is doing what the rule is 

saying.  Other rules can be done the same way. 
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Safety and protection

Take the children outside and ask them to point out to you places in the center that are safe 

for children to play, sit by themselves, wait for their parents to drop them off and pick up 

after school. Then, ask children to tell you where the unsafe areas for each of these activities 

are located. After this, children can tell the teacher which family members or guardians will 

be picking them up or dropping them off at school. Teacher tells the children that only these 

people should come to the school and not others. Use this opportunity to remind children 

not to talk to any person or strangers they see around the school.     

 · Teacher asks the children why they think these places are not safe. 

 · Teacher and the children will together find the safe place for the points discussed. 

Note: All children must be always reminded to stay in safe places and be protected from 

harm and danger.

Song 1:   This is the way I brush my teeth

   This is the way I brush my teeth, brush my teeth, brush my teeth,  

(with all children and teacher doing the action, miming brushing teeth) 

This is the way I brush my teeth, so early in the morning,  

This is the way we wash our hands, wash our hands, wash our hands, 

This is the way we wash our hands, so early in the morning.  

This is the way I walk to school, walk to school, walk to school  

(all miming walking)  

This is the way I walk to school so early in the morning. 

Activity 1: My family

Description: You will need crayons, pencils and paper for this activity.

   Sit in a circle. Start talking about the children’s families. Ask the children to tell 

you who is in their family and what makes a family. Ask each child to draw a 

picture of their family. After each child has finished, write their name on the 

picture and write the names of each family member and a brief description 

on the picture -e.g. This is ………………. family. 

3. Social and emotional development 

• sharing and caring 

• people with special needs 

• looking after old and young people 

• social play 
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Name Chart and Child of the day

Children place their name cards in the pocket for the day. Pockets without names may mean 

that the child is absent- this serves to check for the children’s attendance as well. The teacher 

selects the child of the day for the first day of the week. For the next four days the child in the 

first day selects the second day and so on until the last day.

*Teacher will keep a close check on this

Game 1:   Pass along  

Description:    Child sit in a line beside each other.  

Legs crossed. Hands in lap. 

Select any object – ball, toy, coconut.  

Object is passed from one child to the other along the line.  

Child at the end of the line then runs and carries the object to the front 

of the line and sits down and starts passing again.  

Continue until the leader of the line is at the front of the line again.  

This can be played as two teams competing against each other.

Game 2:  Hat go round

Description:    Children hold hands to sit in a circle.  

Give a child the paper hat or real one and put it on his/her head.  

Say together: “………… has the hat. What do you think about that? 

Take it off and make it go round to ………..  

The child with the hat says another child’s name and passes 

the hat to this child.  

Repeat until all children have worn the hat. 

Game 3:   Guess who I am describing 

Description:    Children sit in a circle with a leader (child of the day). The leader 

begins by describing something one of the children are wearing. E.g., 

yellow shorts and then calls out “who am I describing?” Child who 

fits the description must say “It’s me, I’m wearing yellow shorts.” The 

children who says this now describes another child and what they are 

wearing. Repeat several times. 
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Game 4:  On my way to school today I met a little friend

Description:    The teacher begins: “On my way to school today I met a little friend, 

we hold our hands together and we walk to school.” (teacher holds a 

child’s hand and they walk together in a circle). 

    Now the teacher and the child say: “On my way to school today I met 

a little friend, we hold our hands together and we walk to school.” (the 

child and teacher hold another child’s hand and they walk together in 

a circle) 

    Repeat until all the children are walking in a circle. Change to skipping 

to make the game more interesting. 

Game 5:  Somebody’s sitting in the ring

Description:   Have the children make a circle by holding hands. Tell them to put their hands 

to their sides and sit down. They are in a circle and ready to begin the game. 

Ask one child to sit in the centre of the circle or ‘ring’. Say together: ‘There’s 

someone sitting in the ring, ring, ring. Her name is ………. So, move from your 

seat and point to someone sweet, and bring them to the centre of the ring, 

ring, ring.” The child in the centre, brings a new child to the centre of the ring 

and they sit down together. 

   Continue until the last child – then say together: “So, move from the seat, and 

go back to your seat, for this is the end of the game.”  

Song 2:  If you are happy and you know it

   If you are happy and you know it, show a smile.  

If you are happy and you know it, show a smile.  

If you are happy and you know it and you really want to show it,  

If you are happy and you know it, show a smile. 

If you are happy and you know it, jump around.  

If you are happy and you know it, jump around.  

If you are happy and you know it and you really want to show it,  

If you are happy and you know it, jump around. 

If you are happy and you know it, shout hooray.  

If you are happy and you know it, shout hooray.  

If you are happy and you know it and you really want to show it,  

If you are happy and you know it, shout hooray.

4. Physical and motor development 

• free body movement games 

• ball games 

• simple lead up games 

• traditional games.
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Game 6:  Follow the Leader

Description:   This game is about children using their body to perform movement skills such 

as walking, running, hopping, skipping, sliding, jumping and crawling. 

   The child of the day leads by calling out a movement and does the 

movement. For example: The child of the day calls out ‘hopping’. All the 

children call out hopping and as the child of the day hops, all the children 

follow the hopping actions.. The child of the day stops and calls another child. 

The child calls their  movement, and the game continues. All the children say 

the movement and follow the movement performed by the leader. Have 3-4 

children to be leaders before ending the game. 

Game 7:  Action Rhyme – Lie down flat

Description:  The teacher shows the children all the actions in the rhyme as they say each 

line . The teacher will do this 3 times, then with the children 3 times. The 

children then do the action rhyme by themselves. 

    Lie down flat ... and stretch a mile! 

Hands up! Feet up! 

And make a smile…….

Game 8:  What can you do………?

Description:  The game encourages body control in walking at different speeds.  

Divide the children into 2 groups. Group 1 asks the question. Group 2 answers 

and performs the movements. 

  Teacher guides the children with question and answer.j

   What can you do………? 

I can walk slowly (all the children walk slowly)

   What can you do………? 

I can walk quickly (all the children walk quickly)

   What can you do………? 

I can walk very fast (all the children walk very fast)

   What can you do…….? 

I can walk slowly, quickly, and very fast. 

(all the children do all three speeds of walking) 
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Game 9:  Bend and Stretch

Description:   Relationship with animals imitating various behaviors observed. Teacher asks 

children to stand at arms’ length from their friends. While standing, the first 

line is said, and the children bend and stretch their bodies. For lines 2, 4 and 6, 

children pretend to be animals 

  See me bend……. See me stretch…….

  Like a kitten in the sun

  See me bend…… See me stretch…….

  Like a chick in a nest

  See me bend … See me stretch………

  Like a piglet in the pen

Game 10:  Simon Says

Description:   The teacher is Simon. Calls out an action. If you say Simon Says, 

the children must copy the action. If you do not say Simon Says, 

the children do not do the action. 

  Simon says, touch your nose

  Simon says, jump up and down

  Simon says, touch your ears

   Open your mouth….. 

(If your child opens their mouth, laugh together and start again)

  Simon says, hop on one leg

  Simon says, turn around

  Simon says, open your mouth

  Sit down………. (If your child sits down, laugh together and continue playing) 

  Continue playing the game a few times

Game 11: What’s the time Mr. Wolf?

Description:   Stand children in a line. You act as the ‘wolf’ and stand away from the group. 

Children in the line call out: “What’s the time Mr. Wolf?”  

   Mr. Wolf calls out a number o’clock e.g., three o’clock. All the children in line 

take three steps forward. Repeat rhyme with Mr. Wolf responding each time 

with a different time. Game continues with children moving forward as per 

the time. When the line is close to Mr. Wolf, after the children say, “What’s the 

time Mister Wolf?’, the wolf calls out ‘dinner time’ and chases the children. 

Whoever is caught becomes the wolf and the game begins again.  
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Game 12:  Drop the leaf

Description:   Children are seated in a circle with their hands behind their backs. One child 

is given a leaf. That child skips around outside the circle and at random drops 

the leaf behind the child. When the child feels the leaf drop in the hand they 

pick it up and chase the child around the circle. The first one back to the 

space is safe. Game continues with another skip around the circle. You can 

sing this song: 

   “Round the circle, round the circle 

Where do you go?  

Drop the leaf, drop the leaf  

We don’t know!”

Song 3:  Hokey Pokey

   You put your right hand in (the child puts their right hand into the circle)

  You put your right hand out (the child puts their right hand out of the circle)

  You put your right hand in (the child puts their right hand into the circle)

   And you share it all about (still holding hand in the circle the child then 

shakes their hand) 

   You do the hokey pokey (the child places their hands under their chin and 

shakes body from side to side) And you turn around (the child turns around) 

  That’s what its all about (the child claps along) 

   Ohhhhh the Hokey Pokey (Holding hands, everyone raises their hands up, 

while walking forwards in the circle) 

  Ohhhh the Hokey Pokey (repeat as above)

  Ohhhh the Hokey Pokey (repeat as above)

  And that’s what its all about (clapping) 

  Repeat the song using variations:

  You put your left hand in…………

  You put your right foot in………………

  You put your left foot in…………….

  You put your head in………………
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Song 4: Open Shut them  

  Open, shut them, open, shut them, 

  Give a little clap.

  Open, shut them, open, shut them, 

  Put them in your lap.

  Creep them, creep them, creep them, creep them,

  Right up to your chin.

  Open wide your little mouth (wait a few seconds) 

  But do not put them in. 
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ADDITIONAL APPENDICES
This section contains several content learning materials which teachers need to prepare 

for the children to use in their learning activities for literacy, numeracy, and life skills. These 

include such materials as:

 · Additional Mathematics songs

 · Alphabet chart for writing and vocabulary

 · Observation checklists  
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Mathematics Songs

Mathematical songs that can be used during lessons.

10 Ripe pawpaws

10 ripe pawpaws hanging on the tree, 

10 ripe pawpaws hanging on the tree, 

if 1 ripe pawpaw accidently falls, 

there will be 9 ripe pawpaws hanging on the tree. 

(Continue this song until there are no ripe pawpaw hanging on the tree)

One little, two little fingers…

One little, two little, three little fingers. 

Four little, five little, six little fingers. 

Seven little, eight little, nine little fingers, 

10 little fingers on my hands.

I hear some toeas dropping (Tune: Hear the toes dropping)

I hear some toeas dropping, listen while they drop. 

Every coin is different in size, shape and number. 

Dropping, dropping, dropping, hear the sounds they make. 

Every coin is different in size, shape and number.

Ten green bottles 

10 green bottles hanging on the wall. 

10 green bottles hanging on the wall. 

And if one green bottle should accidentally fall. 

There’ll be 9 green bottles hanging on the wall 

(Continue this song to no green bottles hanging on the wall)
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There were 10 in the bed

There were 10 in the bed and the little one said, ‘roll over, roll over’. 

So, they all rolled over, and one fell out. 

There were 9 in the bed and the little one said, ‘roll over, roll over’. 

(Continue this song until there is one in the bed) 

There was one in bed and the little one said, “Good night”

Five Green Speckled Frogs 

Five Green Speckled frogs sat on a speckled log 

Eating some most delicious bugs, yum, yum  

One jumped into the pool  

Where it was nice and cool 

Now there are four green speckled frogs. 

(Note: Select 5 children to act out the song. Count down to zero. 

Try again with 5 different children.)

Five Little Monkeys 

Five little monkeys jumping on the bed

One fell off and broke his head

Mama called the doctor and the doctor said

No more monkeys jumping on the bed. 

Spy a Shape

Do you spy a circle, circle circle? 

Do you spy a circle in the room? 

(Make circle with thumb and forefinger and put around eyes as you sing.)

Yes, I spy a circle, a circle, a circle. 

Yes, I spy a circle in the room.

Can you draw a circle, a circle, a circle? 

Nice and round.

I can draw a circle, a circle, a circle. 

I can draw a circle nice and round.

(Try other shapes and let children draw shapes in the air with elbows, feet, or noses.)  

E.g., Square with 4 equal sides

Triangle with 3 straight sides 

Rectangle with 2 long and 2 short sides
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Five Little ducks

Five little ducks went out one day, over the hill and far away 

Mother duck said, “Quack, quack, quack, quack” 

But only four little ducks came back

One, two, three, four 

Four little ducks went out one day, over the hill and far away 

Mother duck said, “Quack, quack, quack, quack” 

But only three little ducks came back

One, two, three 

Three little ducks went out one day, over the hill and far away 

Mother duck said, “Quack, quack, quack, quack” 

But only two little ducks came back

One, two 

Two little ducks went out one day, over the hill and far away 

Mother duck said, “Quack, quack, quack, quack” 

But only one little duck came back

One 

One little duck went out one day, over the hill and far away 

Mother duck said, “Quack, quack, quack, quack” 

But none of the five little ducks came back

Sad mother duck went out one day, Over the hill and far away 

Mother duck said, “Quack, quack, quack, quack” 

And all of five little ducks came back

Five little ducks went out to play, Over the hill and far away 

Mother duck said, “Quack, quack, quack, quack” 

And all the five little ducks came back!

Once I Caught a Fish Alive

1, 2, 3, 4, 5,   (raise one finger at a time until all five fingers on one hand are raised) 

Once I caught a fish alive,

6, 7, 8, 9, 10,   (raise fingers on your second hand one at a time) 

Then I let him go again.

Why did you let him go? 

Because he bit my finger so.

Which finger did he bite?

This little finger on my right.    

(wriggle right pinkie finger)
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Alphabet chart for writing 
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Alphabet chart 
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OBSERVATION AND ASSESSMENT
ECE LITERACY CIRCLE CHECKLIST 

PART A. BIODATA

Name of the school:____________________________     Child’s name: ___________________________________________

Age:   ______________________________________________   D.O.B: ____________________________________________________

Years of schooling: _____________________________     Is registered at the IERC - Y/N________________________

If Yes, provide details of disability: _________________________________________________________________________________

PART B: LEARNING OBSERVATION CHECKLIST FOR LITERACY

Content Skills Comments

NOT 
OBSERVED

BEGINNING DEVELOPING LEARNT

Speaking & Listening

Listening to a story

Opening a book correctly

Recognise the ABC

Recall questions and 

answers

Express emotion about 

a picture

Express emotion 

from the story

Retell sequence of story
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Reading 

Phonemic awareness  

letter sound 

Know their letters name

Emergent reading

Vocabulary-words 

Fluency – expression 

Comprehension 

Writing

Proper holding and 

use of pencil 

Sketching 

Drawing

Colouring

Write letters

Write join letters (words)

Write phrase
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ECE MATHEMATICS CIRCLE CHECKLIST 

PART A. BIODATA

Name of the school:____________________________     Child’s name: ___________________________________________

Age:   ______________________________________________   D.O.B: ____________________________________________________

Years of schooling: _____________________________     Is registered at the IERC - Y/N________________________

If Yes, provide details of disability: _________________________________________________________________________________                                         

Part B: LEARNING OBSERVATION CHECKLIST FOR MATHEMATICS

Content Skills Comments

NOT 
OBSERVED

BEGINNING DEVELOPING LEARNT

Emergent numeracy standards

Sorting and classification

Counting 

Matching and making 

patterns 

Recognising numbers 

using concrete materials 

Recognising shapes using 

concrete materials 

Recognising differences 

in size using concrete 

materials 

Math Vocabulary 

Problem solving  

Recognising money 

and its value 
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This is an empty template for the School Readiness Assessment. 

You will need to make a copy per student. 

School Readiness Assessment

Child’s name Gender:   G    B

Name of ECE centre District/LLG

Mother’s name Father’s name

Child’s age Birth date

Name of ECE teacher Prep school the child will attend: 

# years attended ECE centre

Home language

Does the child have a disability? Yes     No 

If yes, which disability/ies

Does the child have a special education 

Individual Education Plan?

Yes     No

Assessment Date Literacy Score Maths Score 
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Instructions: Strength areas and areas of improvement

Socio-emotional development – essential life skills

Cultural and community values

Caring for the environment

Self-confidence and self esteem

Being responsible and helping others

Managing emotions

Curiosity and love of learning

Healthy habits

Keeping safe

Physical development

Gross motor skills

Fine motor skills
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Prep Readiness Assessment for Literacy 

Instructions: One-to-one interview with ECE teacher. Talk in the language the child 

knows best.

Scoring: If child gives full answer, give score of “1”

Assessment Materials: coloured objects (red, yellow, blue, orange, green, purple); 

paper, pencil & crayons; alphabet cards; pencil and paper; printed pictures

Instructions Questions Score (1, 

0.5 or 0)

Score “1” if child knows first and 

last name. 

1. What is your name? If child says familiar name, 

asks if he knows his family name.

Turn over page and child writes 

on back. Score “1” for writing first 

name. 

2. Write your name

Orally. Score “1” if answers both. 

Score 0.5 if answer only one 

question. 

3. What are your parents’ names? What is the 

name of the village (community) where your 

family lives?

Orally. Score “1” if child uses 

complete sentence(s) and tells 

more than one thing. 

4. Think about leaving your home and walking 

to school. Describe the different things you see 

when you walk from home to school each day. 

Score “1” if child forms complete 

and complex sentence using 

word “because”

5. Who is your best friend - someone you like to spend 

time with and play with?  Tell me about your friend 

and why this person is your best friend. 

Following oral directions in 

correct sequence.

6. Let us play a game. I will tell you three things to 

do and after I finish, see if you can remember 

and do them. Clap your hands, touch your head, 

touch your toes. Go! 

Score “1” if child can answer both 

questions. 

7. What is your favourite story? What happens in 

that story?

Show child a storybook 

Score 1 if answers all correctly. 

Answer 0.5 if answers three or 

more questions correctly

8. What is this? How do we know the name of the 

book? Where is the front of the book? Where 

is the back of the book? Where does the story 

begin? What are these? (words) How do you turn 

the pages of a book?

Can the child form question such 

as: What? When? How? Why? 

9. Ask me a question about anything you like.

Show primary colours – red, 

yellow, and blue. 

10. Can you pick up the red crayon? Pick up the blue 

crayon. Pick up the yellow crayon.  

Show secondary colours – 

orange, green, purple 

11. What is this colour?  What is this colour? What is 

this colour?

Score 1 if child can recite alphabet 12. Please say the alphabet for me.
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Write or point to three alphabet 

letters

13. What are these three letters?

Show three different letters 14. Can you think of a word that sounds like each of 

these letters?

Show and say name of a picture. 

Show two more pictures, one 

that rhymes with the first, and the 

third that does not rhyme with 

first two.

15. Show me the picture that rhymes with ____/   

Name three different letters. Child 

must write letters without any 

visual cues

16. I am going to name 3 letters.  Please write them 

on this paper.

Use back of paper. Producing 

ideas and concepts in symbol 

drawing.

17. Please draw a picture of something you like to 

do.?

Score “1” if child uses a complete 

sentence, rather than one- or 

two-word response.

18. Tell me a story about your picture.

See if child scribble writes 

something to represent each 

word or writes a letter or word 

appropriately to score “1”

19. Under (beneath) the picture, can you write your 

story?

Ask child to dictate something. 

Examiner writes exactly what 

child says pointing out each 

word as s/he writes. Child can 

remember, point to the words, 

and repeat with few errors to 

score “1”

20. What do you want me to write about the picture? 

Now, can you try to read back to me what I just 

wrote?

Total Literacy Score

Picture cards for rhyming question.
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Prep Readiness Numeracy Assessment

Instructions: One-to-one interview with ECE teacher.  Talk in the language the child 

knows best.

Scoring: If child gives answer fully, give score “1”

Assessment Materials: 10-12 coloured blocks; 10 stones; 8 sticks/toothpicks; 

10 additional small objects such as beans or buttons, coins

Instructions Questions Score 

(1 or 0)

Child should be able to count to 

20 or above

Do you know your numbers? 

Will you please count for me?

Child should be able to count 

10 objects accurately. Place 6 

objects on the table. 

How many objects are on the table?

Provide 2 different sets of 

materials such as stones and 

toothpicks. Make sure there are 

more objects in one group.

Sort these objects into two groups to show ones that 

are alike. How did you sort them? 

Refer to grouping child 

produces

Which group has more? Which group has less? 

Place stone, stick, stone, stick - 

what comes next?

I am going to make a pattern with the objects. Now 

show me what comes next.

Place five objects on the table 

without counting aloud

If you give me three, how many will you have left?   

No prompts Can you tell me the days of the week?

Place 10 blocks in a straight line. Which object is first? Which is last? 

Same blocks Which object is second? Fourth? Sixth? 

Provide 10 wooden blocks for the 

child to make 2 towers.

Can you make a tower with four blocks? Now, can you 

make a tower with six blocks?

Same towers Which tower is tallest? Which is shortest? 

Examiner places a stone in 

front of the block tower; asks 

question; then places stone 

behind the block tower; and 

asks question again

Where is the stone? (Answer: In front of) Where is the 

stone? (Answer: behind)

Next, place stone beside the 

block tower 

Where is the stone? (Answer: Beside or next to the 

blocks)

Geometric reasoning: Produce a 

3-D design using the blocks, for 

example 2-3-2, or a design with 

colours

Can you use the blocks to make a design like mine?
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No visual prompts Can you write numbers 0 and 1 to 10?

K2 note, K1 coin, 50t, 20t, 10t 

coins

What is the name for this money? 

K2 note, K1 coin, 50t, 20t, 10t 

coins

Which money is worth more? 

Show 8 beans or buttons in 

hand for 3 seconds. Close hand 

and ask child to estimate. Then 

ask child to count. Score 1 if the 

estimated number is 6, 7, 8, or 9.

Can you guess how many beans/buttons/stones are 

in my hand? Now count them and see if you were 

correct.

No visual prompts Can you draw a square? A triangle? 

If child counts and compares 

number of sides, give score “1”

How are they different? 

Total Numeracy Score

www.education.gov.pg/ece

ECE 10-day training module 

ECE training videos

ECE ELM cards

Setting up an ECE centre

Minimum Operating Standards

Whole Child Checklist for disability

Individual Education Plan template

ECE reading books

RESOURCES TO HELP YOU
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